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Alfa Diversified Payment Rights Finance Company S.A.
€230,000,000 Series 2006-B Notes Due 2011
US$260,000,000 Series 2006-C Notes Due 2011
under its March 2006 Secured Debt Issuance Program
The Series 2006-B Notes Due 2011 (the “Series 2006-B Notes”) and the Series 2006-C Notes Due 2011 (the “Series 2006-C
Notes,” and together with the Series 2006-B Notes, the “Offered Notes”) offered hereby will evidence senior secured indebtedness of Alfa
Diversified Payment Rights Finance Company S.A., a société anonyme organized under the law of Luxembourg (the “SPC”). The Offered
Notes have not been and will not be registered under the United States Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the “Securities Act”), or the
securities or “blue sky” laws of any state of the United States of America (“United States” or “U.S.”), the Russian Federation (“Russia”),
Luxembourg (“Luxembourg”) or any other jurisdiction, and are being offered: (a) for sale (the “U.S. Offering”) in the United States of
America to qualified institutional buyers (each, a “QIB”) as defined in, and in reliance upon, Rule 144A (“Rule 144A”) under the Securities
Act, which QIBs are also “qualified purchasers” within the meaning of Section (2)(a)(51) of the United States Investment Company Act of
1940, as amended (the “Investment Company Act”), and (b) for sale (the “International Offering,” and, with the U.S. Offering, the
“Offering”) to non-U.S. persons outside the United States in reliance upon Regulation S (“Regulation S”) under the Securities Act. The
Offered Notes (or beneficial interests therein) may not be offered or sold in Russia, Luxembourg or any other jurisdiction except pursuant to
the securities laws thereof. The information in this offering circular is not complete and may be changed. This offering circular is not an
offer to sell these securities and is not soliciting an offer to buy these securities in any jurisdiction where the offer or sale is not permitted.
In addition to the notes offered hereby, the SPC may concurrently issue one or more other Dollar- and/or Euro-denominated series
of fixed or floating rate notes.
The Offered Notes will be secured by substantially all of the assets of the SPC, consisting primarily of the SPC’s rights under
loans made by it to Open Joint-Stock Company “Alfa-Bank,” a Russian banking institution organized as an open joint-stock company (with
its successors, “Alfa-Bank”). Alfa-Bank’s obligations to the SPC under such loans, which obligations are secured by all of Alfa-Bank’s
Diversified Payment Rights (as defined herein), are guaranteed by its parent holding company, ABH Financial Limited (“ABH” or the
“Guarantor”).
Interest generally will accrue on the Series 2006-B Notes from their date of issuance at the rate of 1.9% per annum above ThreeMonth EURIBOR (as defined herein). Interest generally will accrue on the Series 2006-C Notes from their date of issuance at the rate of
1.9% per annum above Three-Month LIBOR (as defined herein). Interest on the Offered Notes will be paid on the 15th day of each March,
June, September and December commencing on March 15, 2007 (or, if any such date is not a New York Business Day (as defined herein),
on the next New York Business Day) (each a “Payment Date”). Principal of the Offered Notes will be distributed in quarterly installments
on each Payment Date commencing with the March 2007 Payment Date, but may be paid earlier or later under certain circumstances as
described herein. The scheduled maturity date for the Offered Notes is the December 2011 Payment Date (the “Series 2006-B Maturity
Date” and the “Series 2006-C Maturity Date”). The Offered Notes initially will be sold to investors at a price equal to 100% of the principal
amount thereof.
It is a condition to the issuance of the Offered Notes that they be rated at least “Baa3” by Moody’s Investors Service, Inc.
(“Moody’s”) (with each rating agency rating any other Series (as defined herein), a “Rating Agency”). A rating is not a recommendation to
buy, sell or hold an Offered Note (or beneficial interests therein) and is subject to revision or withdrawal in the future by the applicable
Rating Agency. An application has been made to the Irish Financial Services Regulatory Authority, as competent authority under Directive
2003/71/EC (the “Prospectus Directive”), for this Offering Circular to be approved. Application has been made to the Irish Stock Exchange
for the Offered Notes to be admitted to its “Official List” and permit listing on its regulated market; however, no assurance can be given that
such application will be accepted. This Offering Circular constitutes a prospectus (the “Prospectus”) solely for the purposes of the
Prospectus Directive. References throughout the document to “Offering Circular” shall be taken to read “Prospectus” for such purpose. This
Offering Circular is not intended to be a prospectus within the meaning of the Securities Act.
Prospective investors should consider the factors set forth under “Risk Factors” beginning on page 99 of this Offering
Circular (this “Offering Circular”).
The Offered Notes are being offered under Rule 144A and Regulation S by Dresdner Bank AG London Branch and Merrill Lynch
International (each an “Initial Purchaser” and, together, the “Initial Purchasers”), subject to their acceptance and right to reject orders in
whole or in part. It is expected that delivery of the Offered Notes will be made in book-entry form only through the facilities of The
Depository Trust Company (“DTC”) in New York, New York, Euroclear Bank S.A./N.V., as operator of the Euroclear System
(“Euroclear”), and/or Clearstream International S.A. (“Clearstream”), against payment therefor in immediately available funds.
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However, the Russian government has been using recent budget surpluses to make substantial early
repayments on Russia’s external debt. Such early repayments, combined with the institution of the stabilization
fund and the rising foreign currency reserves held by the Central Bank, have had a positive effect on Russia’s
investment rating and standing in international capital markets. Nevertheless, there can be no assurance that
these positive factors will continue in the future, particularly if the price of oil and other commodity-related
products declines.
Exchange Rates, Exchange Controls
Since 2000, the Russian Ruble has been stable relative to the Dollar, unlike in the period immediately
following the crisis of August 1998, when the Russian Ruble experienced significant depreciation relative to the
Dollar. The ability of the Russian government and the Central Bank to maintain the low volatility of the Russian
Ruble will depend upon many political and economic factors, including their ability to control inflation and the
availability of foreign currency.
On July 1, 2006, certain currency control restrictions were abolished which some analysts believe may
create conditions for the Russian Ruble to become convertible outside of Russia. However, from a legislative
perspective, such opinion cannot be confirmed. A market exists within Russia for the conversion of Russian
Rubles into other currencies, but it is limited in size and is subject to rules limiting the purposes for which
conversion may be effected. There can be no assurance that such a market will continue indefinitely. The
relative stability of the exchange rate of the Russian Ruble against the Dollar since 2000 has mitigated the risks
associated with a forced conversion, but no assurance can be given that such stability will continue. Moreover,
the banking system in Russia is not as developed as its Western counterparts and considerable delays could
occur in the transfer of funds within, and the remittance of funds out of, Russia.
While the current policy of the Russian government is to allow the repatriation by foreign investors of
profits earned in Russian Rubles, there may be restrictions on such repatriation. The restrictions on its ability to
convert its Russian Ruble revenues into foreign currencies, or to reconvert the Russian Rubles it obtains
pursuant to the mandatory repatriation and conversion requirements, could have a material adverse effect on
Alfa-Bank’s and/or the Guarantor’s business, financial condition and results of operations.
Currency Control Legislation
On December 10, 2003, President Putin signed the Currency Control Law to replace the former federal
law “On Currency Regulation and Currency Control” of 1992. The bulk of the provisions of the Currency
Control Law came into force on June 18, 2004. The Currency Control Law is generally aimed at the gradual
liberalization of Russian currency control regulations. While containing a number of provisions of direct
application (including restrictions on certain currency operations), the Currency Control Law is mainly a
framework law that establishes the scope within which the government and/or the Central Bank may introduce
currency control measures, including the requirement to perform regulated operations through special accounts
with authorized Russian banks or special securities accounts (the “special account requirement”). As of the date
of this Offering Circular, no “special account requirement” is in effect in relation to the operations of Alfa-Bank
provided for under the Transaction Documents. As of January 1, 2007, the major remaining restrictions
envisaged in the Currency Control Law shall be abolished.
Russian Banking System
Russian companies have made significant progress over the past several years in terms of access to
international and domestic capital and money markets. They continue, however, to face liquidity constraints due
to a limited supply of domestic savings, relatively few foreign sources of funds and limited lending by the
banking sector to the industrial sector, among other factors. Some Russian companies cannot make timely
payments for goods or services and owe large amounts of overdue federal, regional and local taxes, as well as
wages to employees. A re-emergence of liquidity problems that have disrupted the Russian banking sector in the
past or deterioration of the Russian banking system could have a material adverse effect on the Alfa Banking
Group’s business, financial condition, results of operations and/or prospects.
To date, the Central Bank has not permitted foreign banks to open branches in Russia, requiring them
to set up subsidiary banks instead. This position has effectively limited the amount of competition from foreign
banks faced to date by Russian banks. Further, Russian banks have benefited from Russian currency control
regulations, which to date have required most Russian corporate customers to bank domestically. However, such
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currency control regulations are slowly being loosened, and there can be no assurance that the Central Bank or
the Russian government will continue to adhere to restrictions against foreign bank branches in Russia. The
loosening of these restrictions may negatively affect Alfa-Bank’s business, financial conditions, results of
operations, prospects and/or flows of Diversified Payment Rights.
The Russian banking sector remains in a nascent state compared to that of its Western counterparts. It
is unclear how legal and regulatory developments may affect the competitive banking landscape in Russia and
whether it will significantly advantage certain banking activities. No assurance can be given that the regulatory
environment in which the Alfa Banking Group operates in Russia will not change in a manner that has a
material adverse effect on its ability to compete and thus on its business, financial condition, results of
operations and/or prospects.
In 2004 the Russian banking sector experienced instability and a liquidity deficit resulting from the
actions taken by the Central Bank and a crisis of confidence among Russian banking customers. During MayJuly 2004, the Central Bank revoked the banking licenses of a number of Russian banks, and the resulting
uncertainty in the Russian banking system led to the virtual collapse of the interbank lending system and to
liquidity pressures for many banks in the Russian market. The withdrawal of the banking licenses of a number
of Russian banks, coupled with the liquidity crisis and the wide media coverage of these events, caused panic
among depositors, and even larger banks, such as Alfa-Bank, experienced depositor withdrawals. Although the
Russian banking market has since stabilized to a significant degree, similar events in the future could undermine
depositors’ trust in the Russian banking system and create overall instability in the markets, which could have a
negative effect on Alfa-Bank’s financial condition, results of operations and/or prospects.
Alfa-Bank regularly enters into transactions with derivate instruments, including foreign currency
options, and plans to continue to develop risk management tools by utilizing financial products or models.
However, the Russian regulatory and legal framework relating to derivative instruments is still underdeveloped
and court protection of such instruments is limited. Russian law neither specifically prohibits nor authorizes
derivative transactions as such transactions are unregulated (although a few documents issued by Russian
regulators refer to such transactions). There are some doubts as to the enforceability of certain derivative
arrangements under Russian law, and this may negatively affect the Alfa Banking Group. Alfa-Bank derives
significant income from equity derivative operations.
Alfa-Bank’s investment banking activities might be negatively affected by such factors as limited
liquidity in the Russian corporate securities market, a relatively small amount of buying or selling activities,
unfavorable press coverage, market making and use of practices not permitted in more advanced securities
markets.
Legal risks
Risks associated with the Russian legal system include, inter alia: (a) the uncertain nature of the
independence of the judiciary and the level of its immunity from economic, political or nationalistic influences,
(b) inconsistencies among laws, Presidential decrees and government and ministerial orders and resolutions, (c)
the insufficient judicial or administrative guidance on interpreting the applicable laws, (d) a high degree of
discretion on the part of governmental authorities, (e) conflicting local, regional and federal laws and
regulations, (f) the relative inexperience of judges and courts in interpreting new legal norms and complex
transactions and (g) the unpredictability of enforcement of foreign judgments and foreign arbitral awards.
The laws in Russia regulating ownership, bankruptcy and corporate governance of Russian companies
are relatively new and, to some extent, have not yet been tested in the courts. Disclosure and reporting
requirements do not guarantee that material information will always be available, and anti-fraud and insider
trading legislation is generally underdeveloped. The concept of fiduciary duties on the part of the management
or directors to their companies or the shareholders is not well developed.
In addition, substantive amendments to many fundamental Russian laws (including those relating to the
tax regime, corporations and licensing) have recently become effective. The recent nature of much Russian
legislation, the lack of consensus about the scope, content and pace of economic and political reform, and the
rapid evolution of the Russian legal system in ways that may not always coincide with market developments,
may result in ambiguities, inconsistencies and anomalies, the enactment of laws and regulations without a clear
constitutional or legislative basis and ultimately in investment risks that do not exist in more developed legal
systems. For example, although the bankruptcy law establishes a procedure to declare an entity bankrupt and
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liquidate its assets, relatively few entities have been declared bankrupt in Russia and many of the bankruptcy
proceedings that have occurred have not been conducted in the best interests of creditors. All of these
weaknesses could affect Alfa-Bank’s ability to enforce its rights, or to defend itself against claims by others in
respect of Russian subsidiaries, and could affect enforcement in Russia of any rights against Alfa-Bank and/or
the Guarantor under the Transaction Documents. Further, no assurance can be given that the development,
implementation or application of legislation (including government resolutions or Presidential decrees) will not
have a material adverse effect on the transactions effected by the Transaction Documents.
These uncertainties also extend to property rights. During Russia’s transformation from a centrallyplanned economy to a market economy, legislation has been enacted to protect private property against
expropriation, de-privatization and nationalization. However, it is possible that due to the lack of experience in
enforcing these provisions and due to potential political changes, these protections would not be enforced in the
event of an attempted expropriation, de-privatization or nationalization. Many Russian companies were
privatized in the middle of the 1990s when privatization legislation was at times vague, inconsistent and in
conflict with other applicable law. To the extent that such conflicts exist, including conflicts between federal
and local privatization legislation, most, if not all, privatizations are arguably deficient and therefore vulnerable
to challenge at least on formal grounds. The statute of limitations for the invalidation of privatizations currently
is three years. Expropriation or nationalization of Alfa-Bank and/or the Guarantor, any of their respective
customers and/or any of their respective assets, potentially without adequate compensation, could have a
material adverse effect on Alfa-Bank and/or the Guarantor.
Many Russian laws are structured in a way that provides for significant administrative discretion in
application and enforcement. Reliable texts of laws and regulations at the regional and local levels may not be
available and are not usually updated or catalogued. As a result, the applicable law is often difficult to ascertain
and apply, even after reasonable effort. In addition, the laws are subject to different and changing interpretations
and administrative applications. As a result of these factors, even the best efforts to comply with the laws may
not always result in full compliance.
Russian laws often provide general statements of principles rather than a specific guide to
implementation, and government officials may exercise broad authority to determine matters of significance.
Such authority may be exercised in an unpredictable way and effective appeal processes may not be available.
In addition, breaches of Russian law, especially in the area of currency control, may involve severe penalties
and consequences that could be considered as disproportionate to the violations committed.
The independence of the judicial system and its immunity from economic, political and nationalistic
influences in Russia remains largely uncertain. The court system is under-staffed and under-funded. Judges and
courts are generally inexperienced in the areas of business and corporate law. Russia is a civil law jurisdiction
and judicial precedents generally have no binding effect on subsequent decisions. Not all Russian legislation and
court decisions are readily available to the public or organized in a manner that facilitates understanding. The
Russian judicial system can be slow. All of these factors make judicial decisions in Russia difficult to predict
and effective redress uncertain. Additionally, court claims are often used to further political aims. Further, court
decisions are not always enforced or followed by law enforcement agencies. There is no guarantee that recent
proposed judicial reform aimed at balancing the rights of private parties and governmental authorities in courts
and reducing grounds for re-litigation of decided cases will be implemented and succeed in building a reliable
and independent judicial system.
Changes in International Guidelines
In June 2004, the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision published a report entitled “International
Convergence of Capital Measurement and Capital Standards: a Revised Framework”, which sets out a new
capital adequacy framework (commonly referred to as the “Basel II Framework”) to replace the Basel Capital
Accord issued in 1988. The Basel Committee intends for the new framework to be available for implementation
in member jurisdictions as of year-end 2006, although implementation of some aspects may be delayed and
individual member countries will determine their own actual implementation schedules. The Basel Committee
members have encouraged authorities in other jurisdictions to consider the readiness of their supervisory
structures for the Basel II Framework and recommended that they proceed at their own pace, based upon their
own priorities.
Among other changes implemented by the Basel II Framework, is the use, in certain cases, of external
credit assessments for determining risk weightings. It is expected that the Basel II Framework will be
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Salomon Brothers AG (the "Bank") is issuing an aggregate principal amount ofU.S.$. % Loan Participation Notes due 200. (the "Notes") for the
sole purpose offinancing a .-year loan (the "Loan") to Joint Stock Company Tyumen Oil Company (the "Borrower") pursuant to a loan agreement dated.
2002 (the "Loan Agreement") between the Bank and the Borrower unconditionally and irrevocably guaranteed (the "Guarantee") by TNK International
Ltd. (the "Guarantor') pursuant to a guarantee agreement dated. 2002 (the "Guarantee Agreement") between the Bank and the Guarantor. Subject as
provided in the Trust Deed (as defined herein), the Bank will charge, by way of first fixed charge as security for its payment obligations in respect of the
Notes and under the Trust Deed, its rights and interests as lender under the Loan Agreement and as a party to the Guarantee Agreement to The Law
Debenture Trust Corporation pIc., as trustee (the "Trustee"), for the benefit of the holders of the Notes (the "Noteholders") and will assign its administrative
rights under the Loan Agreement and the Guarantee Agreement to the Trustee.
In each case where amounts of principal, interest and additional amounts (if any) are stated to be payable in respect of the Notes, the obligation of the
Bank to make any such payment constitutes an obligation only to account to the Noteholders, on each date upon which such amounts of principal, interest
and additional amounts (if any) are due in respect of the Notes, for an amount equivalent to all principal, interest and additional amounts (if any) actually
received by or for the account ofthe Bank pursuant to the Loan Agreement andlorthe Guarantee Agreement. Noteholders will be deemed to have accepted
and agreed that they will be relying solely on the credit and financial standing of the Borrower and the Guarantor in respect of the financial service
of the Notes.
Interest on the Notes will be payable semi-armually in arrear on • and. of each year commencing on., as described under "Terms and Conditions of
the Notes-Interest." The Notes will bear interest at a rate of.% per annum.
Except as set forth herein, payments in respect ofthe Notes will be made without any deduction or withholding for or on account oftaxes of the Federal
Republic of Gennany. The Loan may be prepaid at its principal amount, together with accrued interest, at the option ofthe Borrower upon the Borrower or
the Bank being required to deduct orwithhold any taxes of the Federal Republic of Germany or the Russian Federation from payments to be made by them in
respect ofthe Notes or pursuant to the Loan Agreement, or following enforcement of the security created in the Trust Deed, upon the Trustee being required
to deduct or withhold any taxes of the Russian Federation or the jurisdiction in which the Trustee is then resident The Loan may also be prepaid in whole
(but not in part) if it becomes unlawful for the Loan or the Notes to remain outstanding, as set out in the Loan Agreement, and thereupon (subject to the
receipt of the relevant funds from the Borrower) the principal amount of all outstanding Notes will be prepaid by the Bank, together with accrued interest
Investing in the Notes involves a high degree of risk. See "Risk Factors" beginning on page 20.
The Notes, the Loan and the Guarantee (collectively, the "Securities") have not been, and will not be, registered under the U.S. Securities Act
of 1933 (the "Securities Act") and., subject to certain exceptions, may not be offered and sold within the United States or to, or for the account or
benefit of, U.S. persons. The Notes will be offered and sold (a) within the United States to qualified institutional buyers (as defined in Rule 144A
under the Securities Act ("Rule 144A"» that are also qualified purchasers as defined in Section 2(a)(51) of the U.S. Investment Company Act of
1940 (the "Investment Company Act") in reliance on the exemption from registration provided by Rule 144A (the ·'Rule 144A Notes") and (b) to
certain persons in offshore transactions in reliance on Regulation S under the Securities Act (the "Regulation S Notes"). The Bank has not been
and will not be registered under the Investment Company Act. The Notes are being sold in reliance on the exemption from the provisions of Section
5 of the Securities Act provided by Rule 144A.
Application has been made to list the Notes On the Luxembourg Stock Exchange. Application has also been made for the Rule 144A Notes to be
designated as eligible for trading on The Portal Market of the NASDAQ Stock Market, Inc. ("PORTAL").
The Regulation S Notes and the Rule l44A Notes will be offered and sold in denominations ofU.S.$I,OOO, U.S.$IO,OOO and U.S.$1 00,000 or integral
multiples thereof except that no Regulation S Note will be issued in an amount less than U.S.$l 0,000 and no Rule 144A Note will be issued in an amount less
than U.S.$lOO,OOO. The Regulation S Notes will be evidenced by a global Note (the "Regulation S Global Note"), without interest coupons, which will be
registered in the name of Citivic Nominees Limited as nominee of, and deposited on or about. 2002 (the "Closing Date") with Citibank N.A., London
office, as common depositary for, Euroc1ear Bank, S.A.IN.V., as operator of the Euroclear System ("Euroc1ear") and Clearstream Banking, societe
anonyme ("Clearstream, Luxembourg"). The Rule l44A Notes will be evidenced by a global Note (the "Rule l44A Global Note" and, together with the
Regulation S Global Note, the "Global Notes"), without interest coupons, which will be registered in the name of Cede & Co. as nominee for, and deposited
on or about the Closing Date with Citibank N.A., London office, as custodian for, The Depositary Trust Company ("DTC"). Ownership interests in the
Global Notes will be shown on, and transfers thereof will be effected only through, records maintained by DTC, Euroclear, Clearstream, Luxembourg and
their respective participants. Notes in definitive form will be issued only in limited circumstances.
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The failure of some Russian companies to pay full salaries on a regular and timely basis, and the
failure of salaries and benefits to keep pace with the increasing cost ofliving, could lead in the future to
labour and social unrest. This may have political, social and economic consequences, such as increased
support for a renewal of centralised authority, increased nationalism with restrictions on foreign
involvement in the Russian economy and increased violence, any ofwhich could have a material adverse
effect on the Borrower.
The privatisation of the oil and gas industry in Russia, which is a vital sector ofthe national economy,
continues to be a source of political controversy. There can be no assurance that current government
policies liberalising control over the oil and gas industry will endure. Furthermore, control over natural
resources such as oil and gas and their exploitation remains an issue between the federal authorities and the
regions. The Borrower's operations could be materially affected by the increased political independence
of the regions in which it conducts its operations or through which its natural gas, crude oil or refined
products are transported.
Economic Risks

Simultaneously with the enactment of political reforms, the Russian Government has been
attempting to implement policies of economic reform and stabilisation. These policies have involved
liberalising prices, reducing defence expenditures and subsidies, privati sing state-owned enterprises,
reforming the tax and bankruptcy systems, and introducing legal structures designed to facilitate private,
market-based activities, foreign trade and investment.
Despite the implemented reform policies the Russian economy has been characterised by declining
industrial production, significant inflation, an unstable but managed currency, rising unemployment and
underemployment, high government debt relative to gross domestic product, high levels of corporate
insolvency with little recourse to restructuring or liquidation in bankruptcy proceedings, a weak banking
system providing limited liquidity to Russian enterprises, widespread tax evasion, high levels of
corruption and the penetration of organised crime into the economy, and the impoverishment of a large
portion of the Russian population.
The Russian economy has been subject to abrupt downturns. The events and aftermath of 17 August
1998 - the Russian Government's default on its short-term Rouble-denominated treasury bills and other
Rouble-denominated securities, the abandonment by the Central Bank of the Rouble currency band and
efforts to maintain the RoublefU.S. dollar rate within it and the temporary moratorium on certain
hard-currency payments to foreign counterparties - led to a severe devaluation of the Rouble, a sharp
increase in the rate of inflation, the significant deterioration of the country's banking system, significant
defaults on hard currency obligations, a dramatic decline in the prices of Russian debt and equity
securities, and an inability to raise funds on international capital markets. While the Russian economy has
improved in a number of respects since 1998, there can be no assurance that recent trends in the Russian
economy will continue or will not be reversed.
Although economic conditions in Russia have improved in the last 12 months, the prospect still exists
of widespread bankruptcy, mass unemployment and the collapse of certain sectors of the Russian
economy. Moreover, there is a lack of consensus as to the scope, content and pace of economic and
political reform. No assurance can be given that reform policies will continue to be implemented and, if
implemented, will be successful, that Russia will remain receptive to foreign trade and investment, or that
the economy ·in Russia will improve. Any failure of the current policies of economic reform and
stabilisation could have a material adverse effect on the operations of the Borrower.
Russia's Physical Infrastructure

Russia's physical infrastructure largely dates back to Soviet times and has not been adequately
funded and maintained over the past decades. Particularly affected are the rail and road networks; power
generation and transmission; communication systems; and building stock. Road conditions throughout
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Russia are poor, with many roads not meeting minimum quality requirements. The federal government is
actively considering plans to reorganise the nation's rail, electricity and telephone systems. Any such
reorganisation may result in increased charges and tariffs while failing to generate the anticipated capital
investment needed to repair, maintain and improve these systems.
The deterioration of Russia's physical infrastructure harms the national economy, disrupts the
transportation of goods and supplies, adds costs to doing business in Russia and can interrupt business
operations, and this could have a material adverse effect on the Borrower.
Funding from International Organisations; Access to the International Capital Markets
Russia in the past has received substantial financial assistance from several foreign governments and
international organisations, including the International Monetary Fund. No assurance can be given that
further financial assistance will be provided to Russia and without such financial assistance economic
development in Russia may be adversely affected.
Moreover, due to previous defaults on certain obligations and other factors, the Russian Government
may be unable to raise funds on international capital markets, which may lead to direct or indirect
monetary financing of the budget deficit, putting further pressure on inflation and the value ofthe Russian
Rouble.
The considerable external debt of Russia, as well as the failure to obtain funding from foreign
governments and international organisations, or increased rates of inflation or devaluation arising from the
need to resort to monetary financing of the budget deficit in the absence of access to the international
capital markets, could have a material adverse effect on the Russian economy.
Lack of Liquidity
Russian companies face significant liquidity problems due to a limited supply of domestic savings,
few foreign sources of funds, high taxes, limited lending by the banking sector to the industrial sector and
other factors. Many Russian companies cannot make timely payments for goods or services and owe large
amounts of overdue federal and local taxes, as well as wages to employees. Many Russian companies have
also resorted to paying their debts or accepting settlement of accounts receivable through barter
arrangements or through the use of promissory notes.
These problems were aggravated by the 1995 Russian banking crisis and by the impact on the
Russian banking system of the events of August 1998, which further impaired the ability of the banking
sector to act as a consistent source of liquidity to Russian companies. An intensification of liquidity
problems or a further deterioration ofthe Russian banking system could have a material adverse effect on
the Borrower's business, financial condition and results of operations.

Legal Risks
Risks associated with the Russian legal system include, inter alia: (i) the untested nature of the
independence of the judiciary and its immunity from economic, political or nationalistic influences; (ii)
inconsistencies among laws, Presidential decrees, and Government and ministerial orders and resolutions;
(iii) the lack ofjudicial or administrative guidance on interpreting the applicable laws; (iv) a high degree of
discretion on the part of governmental authorities; (v) conflicting local, regional and federal laws and
regulations; (vi) the relative inexperience of judges and courts in interpreting new legal norms; and (vii)
the unpredictability of enforcement of foreign judgments and foreign arbitral awards.
The laws in Russia regulating ownership, control and corporate governance of Russian companies
are relatively new and, by and large, have not yet been tested in the courts. Disclosure and reporting
requirements do not guarantee that material information will always be available and antifraud and insider
trading legislation is generally rudimentary. The concept of fiduciary duties on the part ofthe management
or directors to their companies or the shareholders is not well developed.
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In addition, substantive amendments to several fundamental Russian laws (including those relating
to the tax regime, corporations and licensing) have only recently become effective. The recent nature of
much of Russian legislation, the lack of consensus about the scope, content and pace of economic and
political reform, and the rapid evolution of the Russian legal system in ways that may not always coincide
with market developments may result in ambiguities, inconsistencies and anomalies, the enactment of
laws and regulations without a clear constitutional or legislative basis, and ultimately in investment risks
that do not exist in more developed legal systems. For example, although the bankruptcy law establishes a
procedure to declare an entity bankrupt and liquidate its assets, relatively few entities have been declared
bankrupt in Russia, and many ofthe bankruptcy proceedings that have occurred have not been conducted
in the best interests of creditors. All of these weaknesses could affect TNK' s ability to enforce its rights, or
to defend itself against claims by others in respect of its Russian subsidiaries, and could affect enforcement
in Russia of any rights ofthe holders ofthe Notes against the Borrower. Further, no assurance can be given
that the development or implementation or application oflegislation (including Government resolutions
or Presidential decrees) will not have a material adverse effect on foreign investors (or private investors
generally).
These uncertainties also extend to property rights. During Russia's transformation from a centrally
planned economy to a market economy, legislation has been enacted to protect private property against
expropriation and nationalisation. However, it is possible that due to the lack of experience in enforcing
these provisions and due to potential political changes, these protections would not be enforced in the
event of an attempted expropriation or nationalisation. Some government entities have tried to
renationalise privatised businesses. Expropriation or nationalisation of any of TNK's entities or their
assets, potentially without adequate compensation, would have a material adverse effect on TNK and the
Borrower.
The existing business culture in Russia continues to be influenced by attitudes formed in the period of
the Soviet planned economy, in which survival often depended on finding ways to avoid the imposition of
(often arbitrarily applied) laws and regulations. As a result, the commitment of business people,
Government officials and agencies, and the judicial system to abide by legal requirements and negotiated
agreements is still uncertain.
Many Russian laws are structured in a way that provides for significant administrative discretion in
application and enforcement. Reliable texts oflaws and regulations at the regional and local levels may not
be available, and usually are not updated or catalogued. As a result, applicable law is often difficult to
ascertain and apply, even after reasonable effort. In addition, the laws are subject to different and changing
interpretations and administrative applications. As a result of these factors, even the best efforts to comply
with the laws may not always result in full compliance.
Russian laws often provide general statements of principles rather than a specific guide to
implementation, and Govemment officials may be delegated or exercise broad authority to determine
matters of significance. Such authority may be exercised in an unpredictable way and effective appeal
processes may not be available. In addition, breaches of Russian law, especially in the area of currency
control, may involve severe penalties and consequences that could be considered as disproportionate to
the violation committed.
The independence of the judicial system and its immunity from economic, political and nationalistic
influences in Russia remains largely untested. Judges and courts are generally inexperienced in the areas
of business and corporate law. Judicial precedents generally have no binding effect on subsequent
decisions. Not all Russian legislation and court decisions are readily available to the public or organised in
a manner that facilitates understanding. The Russian judicial system can be slow. All of these factors make
judicial decisions in Russia difficult to predict and effective redress uncertain. Additionally, court claims
are often used to further political aims. Additionally, court decisions are not always enforced or followed
by law-enforcement agencies. There is no guarantee that the proposed judicial reform aimed at balancing
the rights of private parties and governmental authorities in courts and reducing grounds for re-litigation of
decided cases will be implemented and succeed in building a reliable and independent judicial system.
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MEMORANDUM

TO:

SCOTT KERR, HOWARD CHASE, BP AMOCO

FROM:

YURI KOSHKIN, TRIDENT GROUP

RE:

TNK - ALFA GROUP

PRIVILEGED AND CONFIDENTIAL

This report outlines the results of a research effort undertaken by Trident Group ("Trident") at
the requestofBP Amoco ("BPA") into Tyumen Oil Company ("TNK"), related entities and key
principals associated with it.
Preamble

The Alfa Group controls approximately one half of lNK. .That group of companies is one of the

best known business conglomerates in Russia There are several reasons why Alfa-related
structures are famous and carry a certain notoriety.
To begin with, the word "Alfa" itself became a household name in Russia in late 1980s and early
19905, ironically, not because of Alfa Bank, but due to the public disclosure of the fact that there
existed an Alfa Group within the KGB (now FSB). That group was, and still is, an elite counterterrorist team used by the Soviet and then Russian government in highly sensitive special
operations. Although Alfa Bank had nothing to do with this force, the automatic association that
the public had with its name was rather opportune for the business, connoting the feeling of
relationship to the fearsome special unit~ This perception helped to keep organized crime away
until the business group became strong dnough to be recognized as a force to be reckoned with in
I
its own right.
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Secondly, the business group emerged early in the days of private entrepreneurship and has been
around for more than 10 years -- a long period of time by the standards of post-Soviet Russia
Finally, in the past few years, Alfa has been very proactive in its attempts to enter the world
markets, including the United States. Hence, it has achieved international awareness as well.
All of the above explain why the difficulty in approaching the task of assessing virtually any
Alfa-associated company is not in obtaining sufficient infonnation. Rather, it is to sift through
the tremendous amount of material available, separating truth from rumor and lies that are often
planted by competitors to infect public opinion. Obviously, Alfa was responsible for generating
its own share of controversy.
Alfa-Group is a remarkably successful structure. What sets Alfa apart is the apparent ability of
its principals to pursue their goals aggressively, steadfastly, ruthlessly and most of all quite
successfully. Thus, for the past two years, Alfa has been arguably in the best shape - both
financially and politically - of all the Russian financial-industrial groups.
One of the reasons behind this relative success may be the integration of the companies that
make up Alfa Group. Trident Group has therefore undertaken the research ofTNK to include
the Russian side of ownership and affiliated persons and entities - i.e. Alfa Group. This is
necessary in order to provide a complete understanding ofTNK. For example, one key Alfa
Group company, Alfa-Eco, was until a few years ago actively marketing TNK oil (Crown
Resources now mainly handles this). Alfa companies and individuals are in other ways pivotal
to lNK's operations, strategy and success.
It was not Trident's goal within the framework of this effort to extensively research the American
ownership oflNK - i.e. Len Blavatnik, Victor Vekselberg, and TNK-associated foreign entities,
such as Access Industries, Renov~ and others. Should Client deem it necessary, Trident Group
is prepared to conduct research of issues related to the individuals and entities involved in the
American side oflNK's ownership.

Executive Summary
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Based on the results of our research, Trident is prepared to report the following in relation to

WK.:
•

The Russian side of1NK ownership - Alfa Group - consists of a comprehensive
network of influential individuals and companies that complement lNK's ability to
achieve its strategic objectives.

•

In conducting business, Alfa Group is characterized by a symbiosis oflong-term business
planning, aggressive methods of achieving designated goals, past indirect connections
with organized crime groups, and the active maintenance of a wide circle of connections
with law enforcement bodies, regional opinion leaders, and federal government
structures.

•

Trident submits that Alfa is one of the best-positioned financial-industrial groups in
Russia in terms oflobbying support and effectiveness.

•

Alfa Group is believed to be very much in control of the entire government system and
judiciary in its "home region" ofTyumen, including Khanty Mansiisk Autonomous
Okrug.

•

Although there is evidence of wrongdoing by Alfa Group persons and entities, Trident
observes that the current Russian national leadership has no plans to touch Alfa Group as
long as they do not become arrogant and go overboard in their activities.

•

Trident Group has obtained infonnation suggesting that Mikhail Fridman. Petr Aven and
a few other key players of prominence are attempting to distance themselves from
German Khan.

•

Some informed sources perceive the greatest future threat to TNK. as the likelihood of a
conflict between shareholders, since management is reported to be split into two groups.

Background
i

In 1997, Z~O .N~~ Holding (New Hol~ing) won a tender for the first block oflNK shares.
New Holdmg lS Jomtly owned by Alfa-~o and ZAO Raznotransservis. Those two are
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respectively controlled by Alfa Group and Renova In 1999, the government sold the second
block of1NK shares to Novye Prioritety (New Priorities). Like New Holding, New Prioriteties
is controlled by Alfa Group and Renova.
Enclosed below is registration information for 1NK. and associated companies. This is followed
by further analysis of Alfa Group. (As explained above~ Trident will focus on the Russian side
ofTNK ownership - i.e. Alfa Group.) Alfa's registration infonnation is complex and involves a
web of companies, including offshore entities. Not surprisingly, this is the case with TNK.
TNK's registration infonnation is followed by 1NK.'s representative company, and then both
New Holding and New Priority and their related companies.
OAO Tvumen Oil Company
Full name: OAO Tyumenskaya Neftyanaya Kompania
Abbreviated name: OAO 1NK
Registration address: 67 VI. Lenina, Tyumen 625000
Actual address: 18 Schipok Ul., Building 5, Moscow, 113093
Registered phone number: 46-50-12
Registration number: 67642
Place of registration: T yumen Registration Chamber
Tyumen Registration number: PRIK. 1995
Registration date: August 9, 1995
Most recent registration changes: July 27, 2001
TNK owns a representative company that has the following infonnation:
Moscow Representation of OAO TYUmen Oil Company
Registration address: 34-1 Novyi Arhat, Office 501, Moscow
Registered phone number: 232-62-02
Registration number: 62227
Registration date: November 26, 1996
OKPO Code: 45422514
Tax authority: Central District Tax Inspectorate Leninskaya 4
Principal: Valery Mikhailovich Nikolaev
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Declared business activity: Representation of OAO lNK's interests
Banking information: Bank Imperial, account No. 905467119
Number of shareholders: One
Sole shareholder:
OAO T yumen Oil Company
Registration address: 67 Ul. Lenina, Tyumen, 625000
ZAO Novyi Holding (New Holding)
Registration address: 21 Kashirsky Proezd, Moscow 115201
Registered phone number: 231-45-34
Registered fax number: 262-58-82
Registration number: 66364
Registration date: June 30, 1997
Second registration date: June 11, 1998
OKPO Code: 46859288

Tax authority: Tax Inspectorate 4
Principal: Yuri A. Sbirmankin
Declared business activity: Purchase and sale of oil
Banking information: Alfa Bank, account No. 075467604
Number of shareholders: Two companies
Shareholders:
ZAO Raznotransservis
Registration address: 22 Balchug, Moscow 113035
Registered telephone number: 2f2-07-81

000 Alfa-Eco
Registration address: 7-2 VI. Novotarov, Moscow 117421
Registration telephone number: 202-5428
ZAO Raznotransservis
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Registration address: 21 Kasbirsky Proezd, Moscow
Registered phone number: 318-33-97
Registration number: 394874
Registration date: October 16. 1996
Reregistration date: October 13,1998
OKPO Code: 45378991
Tax authority: Not listed
Principal: S. M. Shupletsov
Declared business activity: Production
Banking infonnation: K.B Flora-Moskva, account No. 5467358
Nwnber of shareholders: Two companies
Shareholders:
ZAO Renova - 99"A. of stock
Registration address: 21 Kashirsky Proezd, Moscow
TOO Torgovy Dom Uralsky - 1%
Registration address: 21 Kashirsky Proezd, Moscow
(Note: Renova owns Torgovy Dom Uralsky)
ZAORenova
Registration address: 21 Kashirsky Proezd. Moscow 113556 (same as Novyi Holding and
Raznotransservis above)
Registered telephone number: 318-14-02
Registered fax number: 318-14-84
Registration number: 40249
Registration date: September 2, 1993
OKPO Code: 6915137
Tax authority: Tax Inspectorate 24
Principal: Victor Vekselberg
Declared business activity: Production <?f industrial goods
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Banking infonnation: Mozbiznes~ account Nos. 1608526 (ruble) and 081070269 (foreign
currency)
Number of shareholders: Two companies
Shareholders:
NPOKomvek
Registration Address: 21 Kashirsky Proezd, Moscow 13556
Registered telephone number: 111-78-95
Access Industries, Inc.
Registration address: 14th St, 7 West, New York

000 Alfa-Eco
Registration address: 7-2 UI. Novatorov, Moscow 117421
Registered phone number: 202-5428
Registered fax: 291-1618
Banking infonnation: Not listed
Principal: Alexander Markovich Fain
Declared business activity: Investment activity
OKPO code: 18137395
Tax ID: 7728152185
Charter capital: Not listed
Registration number: 5958.15.5
Data updated: 10 May 2000
Number of shareholders: One company and one individual
Shareholders:
Eco Holdings Limited, LLC - 99.99% of charter capital

Registration address: 28 Irish T~wn, Gibraltar
Alexander Markovich Fain - OO~ 1% of charter capital
Registration address: 78 LeninsRy Prospect, Apt. 44, Moscow
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Novye Prioritety (New Priorities)
English name: CJSC New Priorities
Registration address: 37 M. Ordynka VI., Building 3, Moscow
Registered phone number: 959-72-70
Registration number: 88924
. Place of registration: Moscow Registration Chamber
Registration date: November 10, 1999
OKPO Code: 51268974
Tax authority: Tax Inspectorate 5 (Moskvoretsky Central District)
Principal: Andrei Alexandrovich Okatov
Declared business activity: Purchase and sale of oil and oil processing
Banking information: Alfa Bank, account No. 40702810810000015772
Number of shareholders: Two companies
Shareholders:

000 Grinvald - 50010 of stock
Registration address: 70-3 Vavilova St, Moscow, 117261
Registered telephone number: 959-72-70

000 Ronko Kapital - 50% of stock
Registration address: 9/7 Litovsky Blvd, Moscow, 117593

Registration telephone number: 959-72-70
(Note: the registered telephone matches Grinvald's)

000 Grinvald
Registration address: 70-3 Vavilova St, Moscow
Registered phone number: 318-33-97
Banking information: AKB Avangard, account No. 008467059
Principal: L. N. Selivanov
Declared business activity: Production
OKPO code: 45385629
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Tax Inspectorate: Southwestern District 36
Registration date: October 28, 1996
Registration number: 1057207
Data updated: September 29, 1998
Number of shareholders: One company and one individual
Shareholders:
ZAO Vekta-Trade -- 99.98% stock
Registration address: 26-2 Osennyaya St., Moscow 121614
OKPO number: 42718533
Sergei Mikhailovich Shupletsov - Less than 1% stock
Address: 9 Bazhova St., Apt. 17, Moscow 129128
Passport No.: VIII - MYu 683045, issued on May 31, 1977 by Moscow 21st Precinct

000 Ronko Kapital
Registration address: 917 Litovsky Blvd., Moscow
Registered phone number: 792-58-47
Banking infonnation: Alfa Bank, Account no. 407028109100000 15119
Principal: V sevolod Yevgenyevich Kusov

Declared business activity: Broker
OKPO code: 18985440

Tax authority: Southwestern District Tax Inspectorate No. 28
Registration date: August 12, 1999
Registration number: 101422
Number of shareholders: One
Sole shareholder:

Mankroft Limited <tranSliteratedfom Russian) - 100010 of stock
Country of registration: Virgin I lands

AlfaGroup
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The Alfa Group of companies originated in the early 199Os, first as a photo cooperative called
Alfa-Foto. In 1989, in partnership and with the financial assistance of the Swiss finn, ADP
Trading, the joint Soviet-Swiss venture Alfa-Eco was fonned. This company operated as an
exporter of fuel and importer of foodstuffs. Soon, a number of other Alfa finns were fOWlded in
a variety of sectors: brokerage, trade, construction, and others. Following their success, in 1990,
Alfa Bank was fonned.
In 1993, Alfa Group successfully engaged in voucher privatization operations. At the same time,
a recently resigned Minister of Foreign Economic Relations, Petr Aven,joined the group of Alfa
owners: Mikhail Fridman, Mikhail Bezelyansky, Boris Kipennan, Alexander Fain, Genoan
Khan and Andrei Kosogov.
Alfa-Group has the reputation of an especially aggressive player on the Russian market. The
group's extensive and complex structure allows it to hide assets and capital. It can also be said
that its management is remarkably foresighted, being the one Russian financial-industrial group
(FIG) to survive the August 1998 crisis almost unscathed.

The group's top managers represent probably the most valuable asset of this holding'S numerous
companies. They include Leonard Vid, Alexander Gafin, Oleg Sysuev, Yevgeny Bemshtam,
Simon Kukes, IosifBakaleinik and Alexander Knaster, among the best known names.
Banking
The four Russian banks under Alfa Group's control are Alfa Bank (which, as of 1 September
2001, occupied the fourth place in Russia in tenns of assets), Alfa Bank Bashkortostan, Alfa
Bank Novosibirsk, and KIB Bank (in Nizhnevartovsk). Alfa Group also has other banking
interests in the fonner Soviet Republics (please see below).
Mass Media

In June 1998, Alfa-TV media holding was formed as a partnership between Alfa Group principal
Petr Aven and Premier-SV agency, controlled by Sergei Lisovsky (who is himself a rather
controversial figure) who contn'buted 25% of charter capital each, in addition to the 50% put up
by the American Story First Communications.
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The holding owns stock in the following television channels: STS-8 (33%), SPB-6 (33%), MuzTV (70%), and over thirty Ml stations. Possible future acquisitions include popular magazines
TV -Park and Kinopark.. Until 2000, the company also held 9% of stock in the ORT Banking
Consortium. Furthennore, press reports from the Ore

urg region of Russia state that Alfa-TV

controls several radio and TV stations there.
Metallurgy
Alfa Group, through various holding companies and v

.ng legal means, controls the following

metallurgy companies:
Western Siberian Metallurgy Factory (Zapadno Sibirs y MK), which underwent bankruptcy
under the management of Alfa-Eco; Red October Me

lurgical Factory (Krasny Oktyabr MK) in

Volgograd is 50% owned by Alfa-Eco; and 25.3% in aganrogsky Metallurgy Factory (Tagmet).
Food Production
The Alfa companies control several businesses in this
sugar, tea, and liquor. Through Alfa-Sakhar and Kub

, including factories that specialize in
akbar, Alfa controls 10% of the sugar

market in Russia AIfa also controls the Nikitin Tea C mpany and two manufacturers of
alcoholic beverages, Alfa Spirit and P.A. Smimoff an Sons, Moscow (50%).
Alfa-Eco is known to be involved in the oil-for-food p ogram that the United Nations is
sponsoring for Iraq, supplying the country with food p ducts in return for its petroleum
products. The company is also a large producer of fi

products to the Russian army and the

Russian Department of Food Resources.
Telecommunications
Fairly recently, early in 2001, Alfa ventured into the

ian telecommunication sector. It

acquired a majority stake in one of the better known c mpanies, controlled by Western
businesses - Golden Telecom. The latter was the

'on of the McLean, Virginia-based Global

Telesystems (GTS) which has started uPi acquired an developed a number of
telecommunications businesses in Europe. In a rather
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Russian telecom experts from established businesses s

. alizing in telecommunications, and

started this new direction for Alfa virtually from serat ..
Trident's sources within Alfa group claim that the deci ion to venture into telecommunications
business was made by Alfa's owners. It is not yet cl

how serious the group is about this new

endeavor, and whether they are plaruting to seriously

versify with long-tenn plans for this

sector, or if they want to sell telecom holdings, once

y build them up.

Other Interests
Alfa's holdings are very broadly based, and include vi

ly every sphere of economic activity in

Russia Other Alfa companies include Alfa-Cement, , Ifa-Estate, Alfa-Trust, Alfa-Art, AlfaGarantii Insurance Union, and Alfa Development, a construction company, among others.
i

Alfa used its brokerage tool, Alfa-Capital, during vouter privatization to acquire a number of
profitable industries. Over that period, more than two

illion vouchers were bought from the

public. Alfa Group also owns Moscow's major groce~ store chain, Perekrestok.
,

,;

In 1995, Alfa Group set up a company called Alfa-Ca ital-Ukraine which has been among the
largest financial operators in the country for the past

0

Kievinvestbank and Ostra insurance company. Kiev'
Alfa-Bank-Ukraine.

estbank is expected to change its name to

years. In February 2000, Alfa acquired

Alfa Group also controls the Czech-based Altex Grou and Crown Trade & Finance. both
shareholders in Alfa-Eco. Crown Trade & Finance is London-based trading finn actively
working in the Russian and international markets.
Alfa's other overseas concerns are Alfa-Bank Kazakhs

Alfa-Capital Kazakhstan, Intercapital-

Belorussia, Alfa-Capital Ukraine, Crown Resources A • Raiffeisen Alfa AS and Alfa-Capital
SSRO, Czech RepUblic. In 2000, Alfa acquired the Li ichansknefteorgsintez, and SK OstraKiev in Ulaaine.
Characteristics of the Alfa Group Companies
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Many of the Alfa businesses are cross-owned and ero -controlled. Equally important is the fact
that the principals, board members and individual sh

holders in key Alfa entities are generally

the same people.
Despite Alfa's long-standing assertions that different e
autonomously, there is reason to believe that the vario

ents of the FIG are operating
companies and finns often serve the

same strategic ends as prescribed by the Alfa leadershi . For example, when Alfa was fighting
to take control over Chemogomeft and Kondpetrole

Alfa-Eco was used to build up the two

oil companies' debts and help lNK acquire the comp

In their approach to doing business and solving prohl

s, Petr Aven and Mikhail Fridman are

very different, and for that reason, complement one an ther. The result is that Alfa Group is
characterized by a combination of the use of dubious
active maintenance of a wide circle of connections wi

etbods, aggressive lobbying. and the
law enforcement organizations, as well

as other government structures.
Corporate structures of Russian oligarchies have large

emerged as teams of talented "top

managers" -- the Russian tenn for senior corporate ex utives. Alfa has such top managers
working at Alfa Bank and TNK. Alfa Group compani s also enjoy some excellent mid-level
talent engaged in financial, legal, analytical and other

peets of business which determine the

difference between success and failure.
According to Trident's infonnation, Alfa pays its people very well. Thus, it is able to buy
employees' loyalty and dedication, which are especially important in the Russian em·ironment of
numerous corporate wars in which Alfa bas involved i
its lawyers and their support staff for favorable settl

If. Alfa is believed to pay top dollar to

Furthermore, we know for a fact that many retired int ligence and counterintelligence officers
are placed in senior managerial positions at Alfa Gron . One of the reasons for this strategy is to
capitalize on the security experts' connections. The 0 er important reason is to make sure that
Alfa takes advantage of their intelligence expertise in rder to collect and assimilate critical
information, giving Alfa a competitive edge.
Alfa Group Current Internal Leadership rtuation
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A Trident source close to the situation among Alfa G

p's leadership informed us of the

situation evolving among the ranks of Alfa Group's to management. Mikhail Fridman plays
first fiddle in Alfa Group. Petr Aven is Fridman's righ hand man. The relationships of those
two with German Khan are complex. Trident has
trying to separate themselves from Gennan Khan, at 1

n to suspect that Fridman and Aven are
publicly. Some time ago, Petr Aven

and President Vladimir Putin held a meeting. Trident as learned that German Khan offered a
payment of $100,000 for information about what was ·scussed at that meeting (please see
below). There is clearly a lack of trust between Khan n the one side and Fridman and Aven on
the other. Although their relationship has been compli ated in the past, we submit that this
situati0f. is presently evolving, and the obvio~ ~xpect d out~me is that Fridman and Aven
would like to have Khan go away, although thIS IS

I

ly poSSIble at the moment.

.

Alfa-Eco
By the end of the 20th century. most large businesses· Russia had defined their respective
niches and settled into them. Alfa-Eco is one of the e

eptions, a big company that appears to

grab at every money-making opportunity that comes i

way, even when unrelated to Alfa's core

businesses.
Alfa-Eco made a name for itself as a trading company. At the same time, it is known to ventu.~
into other, seemingly unchartered, territories. Followi g the adoption of a new version of the
Russian Law on Bankruptcy in 1998, Alfa launched attack against Zapsib Metals Plant and
installed its own receiver. Having taken control over t e plant, Alfa did not invest any money
. into the company. Instead, it sucked it dry of cash and resold it.
A similar situation emerged with Alfa's attack on Bori Smimov, owner of the SmimoffVodka
trademark in Russia It is not clear at all what Alfa-Ec 's long texm plans are regarding that
company, whether it is planning to add Smimoffto its ong-tenn portfolio or simply aiming to
turn Smimoff around and sell it.
In our opinion, Alfa-Eco may be seen not only as a successful trading company, but also as a
tough, ruthless and efficient corporate raiding machine. The combination of successful corporate
intelligence operations, aggressive legal strategies, and effective lobbying efforts, allows Alfa to
skillfully use legalloopboles for assertive acquisitions.
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Crown Resources
Crown Resources is part of Alfa Group. In recent ye

Crown Resources has taken on the

function of marketing 1NK oil. taking over that role fr m Alfa-Eco. Trident Group did not
conduct research of Crown Resources in depth. That

-d, Trident learned from a source in
French law enforcement that Crown Resources is sho .ng interest in the purchase of real estate
in Monaco_ If Client deems it necessary, Trident Gro

is prepared to conduct additional

research of Crown Resources.
Information from Law Enforcement Agencies
This section has two parts. The begiIUling is general i fonnation. This is followed by
infonnation about 1NK and Alfa Group that was gath red by Trident sources in law enforcement
bodies covering the period since 2000. The latter info

ation is presented in chronological order

in the form of a digest from early 2000 to the present.
Trident has interviewed sources with key Russian law nforcement and regulatory agencies
trying to gauge existing attitudes towards Alfa These reliable sources are critically placed with
MVD (police), FSB (national security). and tax autho ties. Additionally. Trident Group
obtained information from former Russian General prrsecutor Yuri Skuratovand other
prosecutors.
It bears mentioning that, theoretically, it is impossible "to say for certain that Alfa is not currently
the subject of any investigation, new or ongoing. Alfa's business spans Russia's eleven time
zones and several countries_ Thus. it is always possible that one or more Alfa-controlled
companies may find themselves in the cross-hairs of y one of the federal, regional. or
intemationallaw enforcement authorities.
We believe the attitude towards Alfa and its senior

ement in Moscow and in other critical

locales is most important Among these :locales. it is orth repeating that Alfa is believed to be
very much in control of the entire govenunent system n the Tywnen Region, including the
judiciary. Trident was personally exposed to several tuations when it had an opportunity to see
how well things worked for Alfa during litigation ther _ Furthennore, we know of no recent
decisions that would be considered unfavorable to Al

and Trident has every reason to believe

that not all of these cases were won by Alfa on merit alone.
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Trident's sources with the Ministry of Interior (MVD) laim that Alfa's senior managers have
friendly relationships with the top police brass, and ha e allies at high levels of both federal and
local police departments.
According to wen-placed sources with the tax authori es. the 28th Department of the Tax Police
in Moscow, which is responsible for overseeing the

matters of Alfa's main offices in

Moscow, is collectively a big "supporter" of Alfa Th implication is that Alfa supplements the
meager payrolls of the same officers charged with ov

ing the company. While it is

impossible to substantiate these allegations, it is a fact that Alfa has a curiously squeaky clean
tax record. Either Alfa is a near perfect taxpayer or th authorities are incapable or unwilling of
finding any serious violations by them. Recent tax

oreis show that Alfa makes mistakes (who

is flawless after all?) but very minor ones, and those .at were discovered have not resulted in
major penalties.
A number of past cases and investigations are on record with the MVD, the FSB and the
Prosecutor's Office targeting ~ and other Alfa en ties and their principals. Trident Group

has obtained a list of these cases (please see appendix for list). It should be noted that all of
those cases were either shut down or moved into sto

e as "cold cases."

There was a half-hearted attempt recently by some R sian Duma members to scrutinize the
events smrounding the privatization of1NK. The D

a's watchdog overseeing federal fimds,

the Audit Chamber (a rough equivalent of the u.s. G

eral Accounting Office) is headed by

Sergei Stepashin, fonner Russian Premier and a frien of Alfa's. Given this, we doubt that there
will be any investigation into 1NK by the Audit Ch
Noteworthy in this respect is the following public stat· ment reported to have been made by Petr
,

Aven:
"Privatization is apotheosis of "liberalism." Loans for shares? I dare claim that in all
major cases, the victor was known in advance, prior to the tender. We are speaking
. strictly about the appointment of a number of entrepreneurs as millionaires (or even
billionaires). The one who was selected at the top was always the winner..."
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Perhaps the best indication that we can hardly expect

y serious scrutiny of Alfa comes from

Trident's sources at the FSB. Dependable information claims that, at one point in 1999, Alfa
learned that a massive media campaign was being pre

against them, using some

confidential information from the FSB. Alfa leaders

ntacted the top FSB leadership directly

and complained. The FSB brass, which has since mo

into the Kremlin, ordered an internal

investigation. The order was reportedly this: if there s no negative information regarding Alfa,
leak that news discreetly to the Russian media; if theJ:1 are indeed some skeletons. find out who
is responsible for letting them out and punish the guil . The message was loud and clear: let
Alfa be.
Additional to the above infonnation, Trident Group v
from former Russian General Prosecutor Yuri Skurat

recently obtained useful intelligence
. Skuratov has in his possession

derogatory and/or incriminating information conce . g one or more of Alfa Group's principals,
but refuses to divulge this information. However, he ·d share some facts with Trident Group
that are relevant to the subject at hand.
In addressing key Aifa Group principals and their vul erability to criminal prosecution, Skuratov
verbally stated that there are currently no active crimi al cases against Petr Aven, Mikhail
Fridman or German Khan. But Skuratov asserted that there are two cases that top INK and Alfa
managers could be dragged into.
One of those cases is in TNK's domain - Tyumen Ob ast. The case revolves around former
Tyumen Oblast Governor and chairman of the board

INK Leonid Roketsky. Since losing the

governorship he has become a member of the Federa,n Council. The case involves the
misappropriation of government money - facilitated ~y TNK.. Trident Group met with a source
who was aware of that investigation in his capacity as jprosecutor. That source confirmed that
the Roketsky family i~ believed. to have misappropriat d approximately 600 million rubles and
that there were signs that INK and Alfa principals
however, that the investigation was unlikely to be

sted the Roketslcys. The source also said,
into a criminal case. In his words, an

influential person who was interested in exposing the ulprits has since made peace with Alfa
(although it was left unsaid, we believe the person in uestion is Victor Paliy).
The second case revolves around the head of the state ~roperty agency in Chelyabinsk Oblast
and an illegally privatized company. Although the tar~et of the case is the local state property
agency head, sources believe that the matter has the markings of involvement by German Khan.
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In the opinion of knowledgeable sources. Alfa bas to

w up badly in order to become the

target of any serious investigation or prosecution. It c

hardly be expected to do so. As for old

transgressions, there is an unspoken consensus that ex sts in the upper echelons of power to let
proverbial sleeping dogs lie. The current leadership

no plans to touch Alfa Group unless

they become arrogant or challenge the Kremlin.
Information since 2000
Trident has at its disposal information gathered since

e beginning of2000 by law enforcement

sources. That information is presented in chronologi

order, beginning with January 2000 and

ending with the most current information. Please not~ that we do not necessarily agree with the
1

intelligence below, nor did we attempt to make it m01 presentable. Rather, Trident merely
selected out of the mass of intelligence infonnation thft seemed to be most noteworthy. In our
opinion, even not fully substantiated, it is still useful to know how TNK and Alfa are perceived
by the Russian intelligence community.
2000: January to March
The political-economic situation around Alfa Group c anged noticeably after the December
parliamentary elections.
Alfa achieved certain victories in the Duma and Presi entia! Administration. Alfa likewise
continues to have a strong asset in Minister of Fuel
have infonnation published in the American media

Energy Victor Kalyuzhny. TNK paid to
t the State Department blocked the Exim

loan based on a false CIA report prepared and paid fo
On the other hand, Putin's announcements about "eq

ly distancing the oligarchs from power"

forces Putin's aides friendly to Alfa to keep away fro

that group. Now TNK's and Alfa Group's

proposals about the metallurgical sector and Slavneft privatization do not meet the desired effect.
Through Victor Khristenko, Putin has made it known that he values the support of Aven and
Khan., but on the doorstep of elections cannot afford to be seen as playing favorites. Putin also
warned Gennan Grefagainst lobbying Alfa interests. The removals of Minister of Fuel and
Energy Victor Kalyuzhny and Minister of Natural Resources Boris Yatskevich are expected to
have negative consequences for Alfa.
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Vladimir Putin is reported to have given orders that negative information about some 1NK
principals to be passed on to Washington. In particular. about Simon Kukes, Mikhail Fridman
and Len Blavatnik. The information included allegations that they maintain questionable ties
with several US politicians and businessmen. who facilitate the transfer of Russian capital to
offshore zones. The list of names included American advisors who developed the tactics for
lNK's fight with BPA. It was on the advice of these advisors that TNK. purchased
Chernogomeft debt from Eximbank.. It was when lNK gained control over Chemogorneft that
strange things started happening with Chernogorneft taxes. 1NK organized major transfers of.
capital out of Russia with the assistance of their American partners.
TNK continued efforts to improve its image. In the US, France, England and Germany pro-lNK
articles were published. TNK won over Japan's preferences for developing the Kovykta gas
condensate deposit. The Japanese side agreed with TNK's perception that BPA isn't ready to
give proper consideration to Japanese interests in the given project, because BPA favors
directing the project toward China and South Korea.
German Khan passed information to Vladimir Putin's aides to the effect that Berezovskycontrolled security and investigative entities were gathering compromising information on both
the Acting President and leading politicians allied with him with the aim of using the collected
material in the Russian and Western media Putin was reported to be concerned. particularly
since Boris Yeltsin had previously warned Putin about Berezovsky's methods. Putin ordered the
allegations to be further investigated, and Berezovsky's activities be neutralized.
Mikhail Gutseriev was made president of Slavneft as a result of a powerful lobbying efforts including those by lNK. Thus, when he took the post, Gutseriev already had lots of obligations
before those who supported him. Gutseriev and Abramovich were reported to have contributed
$40 million to Putin's election campaign. TNK and affiliated structures are hopeful that they
would receive one third of the state-controlled share package in Slavneft. The remainder is
expected to be divided among Abramovich, Gutseriev and A. Nekrich.
1NK liquidated its department of information protection and created a new subdivision in its
place -- the security unit headed by Boris Petrovich Kondrashov. That group works closely with
Nizhnevartovsk law enforcement agencies, and sponsors them by allocating automobiles,
computers and other equipment (please see appendix for more information about Kondrashov).
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2000: April-June
TNK's management proceeds on the premise that no later than 2008-10 the oil resources in
Tyumen will be exhausted. At the same time, Russia's total oil resources will be diminished.
lNK's leadership believes that the company's gas resource makes 1NK future look brighter and
raises its attractiveness in the present, which is good for its stock price.
At the same time, a lack of financial resources for investment in Kovykta makes it difficult for
lNK. To compensate that void, TNK expends a maximwn political effort on lobbying it
interests. The company also hopes to be able to use the investment potential ofBPA.
In an effort to introduce more qrder to TNK's management, an internal decision was taken to
increase executive discipline by fining managers for nonfulfillment of directives and orders
(fines are from $500 to $10,000).
To enforce these policies, TNK. security service's role has increased. Funding for security is no
problem either. Recently $100,000 were allocated for a presentation in Nizhnevartovsk.
Funding is available for bonuses, stipends, gifts of automobiles and computers, as well as
payment for security officials' children to study in the most prestigious universities (in Russia
and abroad).
TNK's management decided to compromise and make up with Victor Paliy, since all activity
aimed at discrediting him and "removing him from the game" proved unsuccessful. That
decision was forwarded to 1NK. Vice President Popov, who was to develop a plan for burying
hatchets with the former archrival.
lNK's managers are in disagreement over the company's future strategic concept A greater role
is being allocated to some of the new cadres. One of those is US citizen Alan Bigman, TNK.
director of corporate finance. The disagreement is over whether TNK should come to a
settlement with BPA. Fridman and Bakaleinik reportedly consider a possibility of fmding a
compromise with. BPA, resolving their conflict over Chernogorneft, and a subsequent division of
spheres of interests in the Samotlor area Khan is known to be categorically opposed to those
ideas and is said to declare that he will never allow Chemogomeft to be returned to BPA. In
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order to further advance his position, Khan is reported to have tasked his security team to gather
information about Sidanko's and BPA's plans and intentions for Chemogomeft
The CWTent friction between TNK and certain elements of the Russian federal authorities
stemmed from deteriorating relations between German Khan and Minister ofInterior Vladimir
Rushailo. Based on reports ofRushailo's diminished influence, Khan incorrectly read into the
situation as the end of the minister and "wrote off' Rushailo. That was premature.
This recent development at "INK has alarmed Alfa Group and TNK leadership. The situation at
1NK. was further aggravated by the fact that Khan's actions and his ordering of priorities was not

accepted by others in the group. Specifically. Khan was believed to have failed to take into
account the threat arising from Slavneft and Mikhail Gutseriev. Khan didn't consider Gutseriev a
real competitor, and did not assign much importance to the arrival of Victor Paliy as Slavneft
vice president.
2000: July-September
When Vladimir Putin signed an agreement to build a pipeline between Russia and China, "INK
took the news as a major positive development for the company. Because the pipeline route does
not transit Mongolia, 'INK was delighted that Yukos's plans to adapt the pipeline plans to its own
interests would not work. It will be easier and more profitable now for TNK to expand eastward
with a stable market like China opened up to them. Next in line is Kovykta, whose gas the
Chinese are also expected to want to buy.
According to information that Trident obtained but did not attempt to confmn, in early July, Petr
Aven sought and gained a private audience with President VladimirPutin. In that meeting Aven
made every effort to reassure Putin of his personal and Mikhail Fridman's loyalties, to convince
the President that Alfa Group accepted the "new rules of the game," and to offer assurances of
complete transparency of its structures as far as the Kremlin was concerned. Putin's reaction was
reserved. The President is reported to have said that he was ready to begin with a clean slate if
Alfa would fully clarify certain aspects of its earlier activity - particularly during privatization of
the oil sector.
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What with the complex relationship among Alfa Group's management, German Khan was not
informed oftbe meeting's contents. This made him nervous. He supposedly offered as much of
$100,000 to obtain a detailed account of the meeting.
In August it was learned that lNK was undertaking efforts to avoid a criminal investigation. It
used a variety of measures utilizing their former colleagues Vladislav Surkov and Alexander
Abramov, working at the presidential administration, as well as people close to Vladimir
Rushailo.
On Khan's instructions, lNK officials prepared a letter to First Deputy Minister of Finance
Sergei Ignatiev justifying TNK's tax payments to the budget in response to criticism from the
Ministry of Finance and the Ministry of the Tax Service that 1NK was underreporting its
revenues. Khan simultaneously ordered an immediate halt to financial transactions using the
lNK-controlled Gibraltar offshore company, Crown Trade and Finance Ltd.
TNK concluded that Russian special services learned of the mechanism by which lNK
transferred capital abroad using Crown Trade. lNK thus concluded that that company was
compromised, and that it was time to stop using it for those purposes.
Searches at lNK's regional offices were conducted in order to audit documents in connection
with the privatization ofNizhnevartovskneftegaz. 1NK claimed that the searches were
instigated by Slavneft.
lNK's public relations efforts aimed at effecting damage control in light of the searches suffered .
a setback when on August 1, the Moscow Western District RUBOP (anti-organized crime
directorate) arrested Moscow Court Bailiff Alexei Kazansky. He was caught collecting a bribe
for perfonning a service for a company. An earlier scandal was caused by Kazansky's attempts
to prevent a Yaroslavnefteorgeintez shareholders meeting from taking place. He failed, but his
actions were the source ofloud and ugly pUblicity. Kazansky's arrest was a loss for 1NK, who

used Kazansky as a valuable instrument in manipulating the court system.
2000: October-December'
In November 2000. Alfa Group's board of directors dermed certain strategic goals. lNK's

management set as the goal for all its services to strive towards becoming BPA's main partner
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not just in Russia, but in the entire CIS as welL The board developed a set of plans for
strengthening trust between the two companies' management teams.
In addition, the board tasked relative TNK departments to show InteiTOs Group in bad light.
Characteristically, German Khan declared that Vladimir Potanin is just a kidala (colloquial for a
cheat) and that BPA should already be aware of this. Khan suggested that BPA should part ways
with Potanin.
In order to accomplish the goal of jointly (with BPA) controlling 30% of drilling in Russia by
2005, TNK's security service was instructed to develop measures to create the impression and
stimuli among BPA management, in Moscow and abroad, necessary to bring about decisions
favorable to lNK.
In December, TNK's upper management approved a plan for recruiting several officials in the
General Prosecutor's Office. The plan focused on the central office in Moscow, KMAO and
.Irkutsk Oblast. The plan included monthly payments and promises of future employment at
TNK. TNK is also believed to be supporting a number ofFSB agents, MVD officers and agents
in the Foreign Intelligence Service (SVR).
2001: January-March
On January 4,2001 the Audit Chamber Head, Sergei Stepashin, was called in to see Vladimir
Putin to report on the audits of several oil companies. Roman Abramovich, who worked hard to
undermine Gennan Khan's positions, is believed to have stood behind this call to account. But in
reporting to Putin, Stepashin knew that Khan would hardly be in trouble. While there was
enough evidence to launch investigations of several oflNK's managers, the company's political
clout would prevent that.
In January 2001 TNK came into financial problems in the aftennath of the Onako purchase. The
participants didn't expect the price to break $800 million. But due to unforeseen actions by
Lukoil, the price went over one billion dollars. Other cash outlays also caused great strain to

1NK. Since late December, INK. held a series of closed-door meetings over cost-cutting
measures which included reduced salaries and security service cuts.
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According to sources close to German Khan, he remarked -- in an informal late night dinner with
his inner circle - that "its getting tougher to fight all the time. Abramovich and Mamut have
bought everything and everyone."
Some sources allege that Victor Vekse1berg, because of frictions with Khan, began making
moves positioning himself closer to Roman Abramovich's camp.
In March, Director of geology and drilling Grigory Gurevich was fired from TNK without
explanation. Trident's sources learned that the reason for his dismissal was repeated cases of
unsanctioned contracts and purchases. It is believed that Gurevich pocketed as much as $2
million through such unauthorized activities.
2001: April -June
In May. preparations got underway for a possible criminal case against the founders of
companies that are now part ofTNK - ZAO Montesauri, ZAO Montes Ami Holding, PIF
Montes Ami management company. The founders are A. V. Yevstafieva, A.V. Reznikova, and
Alfred P. Kokh.
One Trident source reported that German Khan continues to "take care of' Vladimir Rushailo
and Victor Kalyuzhny. Khan is alleged to have been paying each $30-50,000 per month. Khan
keeps a separate cell phone with a decoder that is used exclusively for communication with
Kalyuzhny.

Current TNK Situation
TNK is reportedly seeking to consolidate itself by issuing 1.2 billion new shares. That would
diminish Alfa Group's and AccesslRenova's equity from 99.9% to 85%. Trident's source that
provided this infonnation anticipates that the shareholders will sell a portion of their shares.
Some informed sources perceive the greatest future threat to lNK as the likelihood of a conflict
between shareholde~ since management is split into two groups. TNK itself denies that there is
any potential for such a conflict.
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Following their acquisition ofTNK. Alfa Group and AccesslRenova invested great effort in
establishing tight control over the company. However, now the company plans to decentralize
management. 'INK considers plans to transfonn each of its branches into an independent unit.
This process may take about a year. This will subsequently effect other spheres such as drilling.
TNK's ClUTent expansionist priorities include Moscow and other central regions of Russia 1NK.

has signed an agreement with Moscow Oil Refinery.
In July 2000, 1NK bought about two-thirds of Lisichansk Oil Refinery in Ukraine. In the future,
TNK wants that refinery to supply not only Ukraine, but also southwestern Russia.
The fate of the Orsk Oil Refinery will depend on lNK's strategy in Kazakhstan. Simon Kukes
said that without good Kazakh crude at the right price, Orsk will be shut down.

In the near future we expect to get additional information on the situation within 1NK,
differences existing among its leadership, and current plans for the company. More recent
information about the internal situation in INK will be reported in Trident's subsequent
memoranda.

Political Connections
In evaluating current political connections and lobbying power of Russia's FIGs, it is important
to put information in the context of the changing political climate. The theme of the changing
situation today is Putin's policy of "equi-distancing" of the oligarchs from power. Putin's
government will not tolerate business activities that contradict the interests of the national
economy and the state in general - i.e. blatant competitive acts with destabilizing effects. Nor
will Putin allow blatant and excessive attempts at influencing politics (Gusinsky and Berezovsky
serve as examples).
Putin's goal of stability and predictability means that the open jockeying for support among
ministers and other decision-makers is no longer permitted. A group breaking these rules' can be
expected to fallout of favor with the Kremlin. (Of course we are characterizing

this new

environment in relative tenns. Trident intends to follow emerging alliances and intrigues as they
tmfold in order to report them in the cowjse of the monitoring activities.) FIGs' relations with the
Kremlin are important. By this we mean not just relations to and with Vladimir Putin, but the
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eclectic collection of officials of various backgrounds (the so-called St. Petersburg refonners.
FSB, Foreign Intelligence, etc.) who serve in Putin's Administration.
According to many analysts, Alfa is one of the best-positioned FIGs in Russia in tenns of the
lobbying support. The group arguably has the best representation in the current Duma, elected in
December 1999. The most influential parliamentary faction. Unity, has quite a few members
associated with Alfa As just one example, Ms. Lyubov Slish, first deputy speaker of the
Russian parliament, is reported to be very close to Alfa.
Even more importantly. Alfa alumni are heavily represented on the staff of the Russian
President. In mid-1999. when Alexander Voloshin became President Yeltsin's Chief-of-Staff.
Vladislav Surkov, a former executive with Alfa Group, was appointed as his deputy.
Significantly, at the Kremlin, Surkov was made responsible for an important portfolio embracing
domestic policy, political parties, political movements, and relations with the Duma (Please see
appendix for more information on Surkov).
Following Surkov's arrival, two more senior Alfa representatives came to the Kremlin in quick
succession, Vadim Boiko and Andrei Popov, joining the administration in the same year. Later
that year, another Alfa alumnus. Alexander Abramov, joined them. He was made responsible for
such critical issues as the Kremlin's relations with Russian regions (please see appendix. for more
infonnation on Abramov).
On New Year's day. 2000, Vladimir Putin became Russia's acting President. He was elected the
new Russian President in May of that year. In June 2000, Putin announced his new
administration. All officials who used to work for Alfa retained their old staff positions (with
minor changes in responsibilities). Russian analysts note that Alfa's lobbying efforts appear
neither blatant nor conspicuous. However. most agree that Alfa does have direct influence over
the Kremlin. (For additional information on Alfa associates in high-placed government posts,
please see the appendices.)
Regional political connections
Alfa is known to have excellent relations with several provincial leaders. Tyumen Oblast.
particularly Khanty Mansiisk Autonomous Okrug (KMAO). is known to be Alfa's domain and
"property." Alfa's principals have a very cozy relationship with Krasnoyarsk Governor
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Alexander Lebed. Special ties are also known to exist between Alfa and the leadership of such
regions as Altai, St.Petersburg, Irkutsk, Orenburg, Novosibirsk, and Nizhny Novgorod, among
others.
Western Connections
We are confident that Client knows quite a lot about AlfafINK's Western ties, lobbying efforts,
allies and supporters operating both via Len Blavatnik's group as well as directly. Hence, we did
not devote any special effort to this subject. Should Client need us to research this area
specifically. we will be glad to do it. In the meantime, we will merely limit ourselves to the
statement of this fact:
Alfa has been developing ties in the West virtually since its organization more than a decade ago.
Most Russian FIGs considered it part of its corporate strategy to establish ties with Western
businesses, set up offices overseas, and create a network of offshore firms for tax evasion and
transfer pricing. However, few of those were as successful in developing a solid and legitimate
base outside of Russia, as Alfa was.

Press Digest (through October 2001)
This press digest was primarily deriVed from material that Trident Group gathered. in connection
with previous extensive research. The information here is a very brief summary of huge volumes

of information reported in the press relevant to 1NK beginning in 1997 and researched in detail
by Trident. As an illustration, over the course of the past several months, Trident has processed .
almost 20,000 articles and media accounts in Russian press alone.
The Russian media generally contained many allegations during the period up to 2000.. Alfa
Group was able to shut down many of the allegations made against it. There were a few highprofile incidents involving the press that are described in detail further below.

In the first round oflNK privatization it was announced that New Holding promised the
fantastic sum of$810 million investmenf in TNK. Alfa-Eco president German Khan stated that
the source of the money for that investmfnt is secret. There was immediate negative reaction to
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the deaL State Duma Deputy Gennady Raikov asserted that the investment tender was
conducted illegally, with Alfred Kokh of the State Property Committee ensuring the Alfa victory.
In December 1997, Khanty Mansiisk Arbitration Court introduced external management at
Nizhnevartovskneftegaz (NNG). lNK's first vice president, Fedor Marichev, was appointed
bankruptcy manager.

Talk of the Audit Chamber and "gross violations" in the 1NK. privatization continued.
NNG attempted to leave the 1NK. fold. 1NK got the courts to take NNG's stock away from
offshore companies, a measure aimed at thwarting NNG's efforts to escape 1NK. In February
1998, TNK's Fedor Marichev removed NNG's general director, Victor Paliy. One article
asserted that the bickering between 1NK and NNG posed a danger to the national economy.
Nyagan Arbitration Court in KMAO took a decision to begin bankruptcy proceedings for
Kondpetroleum. Tyumen Oblast Governor Leonid Roketsky believes that Kondpetroleum will
be much better off in TNK.'s holding.

lNK signed a contract with Iraq's SOMO to purchase 3.6 million barrels in the Oil for Food
Program.
1NK took political measures that the press noted. In July 1998 Tyumen Governor Leonid
Roketsky was elected chainnan of the board at TNK. Reacting to TNK's moves to get Sidanko
assets, Roketsky stated his belief that lNK's acquisition ofChemogorneft and Kondpetroleum is
a legal repartition of property in the oil sector.

Khanty Mansiisk Arbitration Court pronounced Chemogomefi bankrupt. Alexander Kirianov
was initially appointed bankruptcy manager (fonnerly a manager at Ryazan Oil Refinery). But
he was removed in June 1999. Alexander Gorshkov eventually became Chernogomeft
bankruptcy manager. The press regularly observed that Gorshkov acted in lNK's interests in his
position.
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Federal Financial Improvement and Bankruptcy Service head Georgi Tal claimed that from
KMAO to Moscow the courts did not apply bankruptcy law and acted subjectively. Tal also
asserted that Chernogorneft's bankruptcy is a fiction.
T yumen Governor Leonid Roketsky continued to make statements supporting lNK's purchase of
Chemogomeft. He was elected to lNK's board of directors during 1999. One article noted that

with Roketsky acting as both Governor and member oflNK's board, it was no wonder that the
Tyumen Oblast courts were acting so subjectively.
Minister of the Tax Service Alexander Pochinok announced that the sale of the Sidanko
subsidiaries is in the interests of the state.
The bankruptcy case of Kondpetroleum also drew attention from the press. At a Kondpetrolewn
creditors meeting on September 16, 1999, KMAO Deputy Chief of Administration Karasaev
resigned from the creditors committee, making the sensational announcement that he was
unwilling to take part in the "circus that TNK is running here." Later the papers announced that
TNK acquired Kondpetroleum by tender in Nagan (KMAO) on October 21, 1999. At least one
paper carried the opinion of Howard Chase that TNK's purchase is a gross violation.
It was reported that KMAO Duma Deputy Vladimir Grebyunkov was lobbying against the sale

of the state share package in TNK.
In other news in 1999. German Khan continued to rank high on ratings of Russian lobbyists. He
reportedly led a delegation to Nizhnevartovsk to discuss NNG's reorganization and PSA. When
planning began in connection with the future state oil company (that never came into being),
Khan made it public that he submitted a proposal on lNK's role in that company to the Russian
Government and Ministry of Fuel and Energy.
In May, Mikhail Fridman reportedly began pushing for Prime Minister Yevgeny Primakov's
removal and replacement with Sergei Stepashin. Stepashin's name came up more than once in
connection with TNK interests. Roketsky reportedly complained to Stepashin that BP Amoco's
activities were hannful to Russian interests.
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Kommersant Daily speculated that Minister of Fuel and Energy Victor Kalyuzhny was seeking to
redistribute export quotas in a way beneficial to TNK.
In August 1999, TNK added two seats to its board of directors, electing Simon Kukes and
Nizhnevartovsk Mayor Yuri Timoshkov.

An article looking back at developments since 1998 observed that Alfa Group weathered the
August financial crisis reasonably well compared to rival financial industrial groups.

Articles describing the "nowadays quite popular" process of bankrupting continued to marvel at
TNK's ability to obtain companies at unbelievable prices due to the absence of active
government controL One similar article mockingly observed 'INK's "supernatural" power to get
in on BP Amoco projects uninvited. In addition to those special powers, the article also noted
that lNK has significant support in the federal government. That particular article pointed o~t
how the license to a second portion of Kovykta Gas Deposit went not to Rusia Petroleum, but to
TNK.
Finansovaya Nedelya and other papers accused Minister of Fuel and Energy Victor Kalyuzhny
of meddling in INK's favor on several aspects of the Kovykta Deposit license issue.
While numerous articles observed support for lNK by Minister of Fuel and Energy Victor
Kalyuzhny, a few others observed a clash of interests of that Ministry with the Ministry of State
Property headed by Farit Gazizullin. At one point Kalyuzbny complained to First Vice Premier
Mikhail Kasyanov about the Ministry of State Property's actions. The conflict revolved around
conflicting Sibneft and TNK interests concerning the privatization of Slavneft. Gazizullin
caused a sensation when he announced that the 19.68% share package in Slavneft would not be
sold in 2000. This was a setback for "INK.
Much later (September 25, 2000) Novaya Gazeta summed up the 1999 Kondpetroleumsale.
Kondpetroleum's tender manager carried out an open auction for its sale. The money that was
supposed to be transferred in order to meet auction criteria was not transferred as of the October

5, 1999 deadline. Based on this the auction should have been nullified. But all violations were
overlooked and 1NK. Nyagan was declared winner. Nezavisimaya Gazeta concluded that the
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winner did not pay for Kondpetroleum at all. After 'INK Nyagan won the auction the balance
from the advance payment was ttansferred to Alfa Bank. (562..5 million rubles, or $26 million).
So TNK got Kondpetroleum not just for free, but got some cash along with it - because
Kondpetroleum provided the new owner with $26 million. Other articles appeared about this
time, including 1NK insistence of full compliance with the tender requirements (not
substantiated).
Searches and seizures at 'INK offices in 2000 drew an outpouring of attention from Russian and
foreign press alike. One paper reported that the Regional Directorate for Fighting Organized
Crime and Russia's General Prosecutor's Office sought answers to questions concerning the 1997
tender requirements that 'INK was to fulfill. Some interpreted the event's significance as
Mikhail Fridman being stripped of his "immunity" as an oligarch. One article claimed that
Slavneft's Gutseriev was behind the "raids" on Alfa and 1NK.
At one point in 2000, German Khan ranked 1st among Russian lobbyists as published by the
mass-media One article analyzing Khan's rise in the rankings credited the fact to 'INK's victory
in the Onako tender, where he reportedly outdid Roman Abramovich and other rivals. Another
article noted Khan's success in obtaining additional export quotas from the Ministry of Fuel and
Energy. Khan also traveled to Ukraine and met with that country's Prime Minister Victor
Yuschenko as part ofTNK's efforts to acquire assets thete (Lisichansk Oil Refinery and
Kaluzhsk Concern Oriana).
Khan often publicly appeared as the point man in the Onako tender. He announced TNK's

participation in the TNK and after the victory personally introduced Orenburgneft's new general
director (TNK first vice president) Vitaly Tkachev.
Quite an information war took place between Sibneft and 1NK due to their disagreements over
Orenburgneft.
In making inroads in Komi Republic, 'INK hired Grigory Gurevich as first vice president.. He
reportedly held influence with compani

having licenses for some small oil fields in Komi

(Kolvaneft and Yenisei companies). At

e end of 2000, an article summing uptbe year

considered 1NK's hiring of Gurevich th "personnel acquisition of the year." The same article
considered TNK's acquisition of85% of

0

the "privatization deal of the year." (Noteworthy

is the fact that Gurevich didn't last even ~ year with TNK.)
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Several articles followed TNK's joint creation of Urals Oil Company (UNK) with Sverdlovsk
Oblast.
Several articles appeared when TNK's Iosif Bakaleinik was appointed to the board of directors of
the Bank of Oklahoma
A variety of articles pointed at supposed supporters of lNK. Individuals and groups mentioned
in this capacity were numerous. They included Vladislav Surkov (fonner Alfa Bank. deputy
chairman and subsequently Alexander Voloshin's deputy for domestic policy and Duma and
Federation Council relations) as well as Vladislav Soiko and Alexander Abramov (both former
Alfa personnel subsequently serving as advisors to the Presidential Chief of Staff).

Nezavisimaya Gazeta considered Deputy Minister of Fuel and Energy Valery Garipov a strong
supporter of Alfa Group for his reported role in helping 1NK get a PSA for Samotlor.
Apparently, Garipov also facilitated lNK's acquisition of Chemogomeft. The Permanent
Committee ofK.hanty Mansiisk Resources Rights was reported to have been also helpful to lNK
in the matter of the acquisition ofChemogomeft. Leonid Roketsky continued in his role as lNK
supporter. He was reelected chairman of1NK.'s board. Roketsky was also appointed member of
the State Council and Presidium of the Urals Federal District. Fonner "INK vice president and
advisor to the chairm~ Alexander Zarubin, was appointed Deputy Presidential Representative
in the Volga Federal District in July 2000.

It was reported that TNK. created 1NK.-Uvat to act as an investor to facilitate development at
several deposits (Kalcbinsk, Irtysh and South Pikhtovoye) under PSAs.
There was an account suggesting that TNK and Sibneft settled their differences over Onako
assets, but would next come into conflict over conflicting interests in Sverdlovsk Oblast deposits.
Articles began appearing about 1NK's reorganization into a single shareholding.
In January 200 I Slavneft head Mikhail Gutseriev signaled in an interview that Slavneft and TNK
had settled their differences and would stop obstructing activities.
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The Russian Federal Property Fund transferred the 49.8% stake in TNK to Novye Priority for
TNK's fulfillment of investment requirements in Ryazan Oil Refinery.
After negotiations between 1NK. and Kazakhstan's Aktobemynaigaz a new agreement on oil
supply with Orsk Oil Refinery was signed. TNK. initially argued that the refinery does not need
KazakhoiL
The ever-pending transfer of Chemogomeft back to Sidanko's fold continued to receive much
attention. On May 31, 2001, it was announced that TNK. acquired Kantupan. Because of
Kantupan's control over 40.3% ofSidanko, articles pointed out that the situation over lNKSidanko negotiations concerning Chemogomeft were altered.
In June 2001 it was reported that 1NK controls over 90% ofRospan debt. Rospan was acquired
by Itera from Gazprom. 1NK reportedly planned to acquire the company within 6 months.
Articles about INK also appeared covering Rusia Petroleum. They followed the struggle
between 1NK and Interros over share package ownership and control. In March INK denied
allegations that it was the initiator of a legal challenge to the transfer of a Rusia share package to
Interros.
In March 2001, Simon Kukes proposed that Minister of Natural Resources Boris Yatskevich
distribute licenses by cash auction rather than standard tender. This proposal was in connection
with the anticipated tender for the Val Gamburtsiev Deposit.
One big change on the political side for "INK was that Leonid Roketsky was not re-elected
Governor of Tyumen Oblast. Instead Sergei Sobyanin won. Roketsky maintained a role in
politics, however. He was made member of the State Council.
The pro-TNK Sergei Stepashin reacted to the Audit Chamber completion of the TNK audit by
asserting that he did not perceive "any violations that require immediate intervention."
Vedomosti reported in March that Grigory Gurevich (the "personnel acquisition of 2000" by

TNK) would leave his post at 1NK.
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In April 2001 an article reporting the removal of Ukrainian Premier Victor Yuschenko recalled
that TNK and other Russian investors acquired attractive assets during his stewardship.
There was an article critical of Victor Khristenko, who reportedly Wlfairly favored 1NK in
distributing oil pipeline access.
One newspaper published a negative article on Petr Aven and Mikhail Fridman. summarizing
many charges made in the past (starting with the already ancient allegations of narcotics
trafficking). The article identified government officials who supported Alfa interests (V. Surkov,
V. Boiko and A. Abramov, already mentioned above). Another article about WIrepOrted oil
exports slated that each year 5 million tons of oil are exported unbeknownst to the Ministry of
Fuel and Energy or Transneft By pointing out that TNK. had no comment on the allegation, the
article indirectly suggested that TNK was involved in the illegal exports.

Additional Derogatory Information about Alfa Group
Much has been written about Alfa's connections to organized crime groups, criminal acts
committed by Alfa leaders, WISavOry methods used by Alfa in the course of their business
operations, and so forth.
It is impossible to list all the numerous allegations laid at Alfa's feet. All one needs to do to get a

scoop is go to one of the "tell-all" Russian websites for a few hours worth of accusations about
Alfa and its leadership's compromising .activities. Two most popular ones are

www.kompromat.ru and www.flb.ru.. While these sites were forced to remove some of the more
outrageous material, they still maintain a large quantity of negative information.
In our experience, there is not a single FIG in Russia that has not been accused of corruption,
organized crime connections. strong-arm tactics against competitors, tax evasion, and so on.
And, invariably, accused justifiably, at least to some degree.
The Russian environment of the early to mid-1990s as well as the logic of the country's
deVelopment made it inevitable for those who aspired to enter the major leagues of Russian
business to act aggressiVely. walk a fine line between legal and illegal (especially, since laws
themselves were written and passed on the run), and to routinely cross that line, knowingly or
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not. Even the issue of business ethics should be judged carefully since that notion in Russia has
also changed in the past few years.
But the most outlandish accusations, such as those described in an anonymous letter supposedly
written by some national security (FSB) officers, appear to us to be a stretch. We have included
a partial translation of that letter addressed to Victor Ilyukhin, Chairman of the Security
Committee of the Russian Dwna as an appendix. Ilyukhin allegedly asked the Ministry of the
Interior to investigate. As far as we know. the accusations were never substantiated.
Soon after Trident received a copy of that letter, excerpts of it were published in Versia (6-12
July 1999). The author, Oleg Lurye, is a well-known investigative reporter, who is considered to
be both opinionated and gutsy. He has also been proven wrong on occasion, and is believed to
have been used as a tool in the viciously competitive Russian business world more than once.
Some of the same allegations, made in the anonymous letter and repeated in Versia. were also
reprinted by the Washington, D.C.-based Center for Public Integrity in its website publication,

The Public I, on 2 August 2000. Trident was consulted by the authors of that article. We
provided some background information on Alfa and 1NK. but expressed our skepticism
regarding anyone's ability to substantiate allegations of drug trafficking, and others.
These serious allegations are as yet unsubstantiated and it appears that Western law enforcement
agencies are not in a hurry to accept them. Trident is aware of several well-known Russian
businessmen who have been blacklisted from visiting the United States, based on information
obtained by the FBI or the CIA that links them to organized crime and/or the illegal drug trade.
However, to the best of our knowledge, none of Alfa's leaders is prohibited from entering the
United States.
One should also keep in mind that much of the negative publicity surfacing in Russia and
targeting different business groups and individuals is part of the so-called "black PRn campaigns
generated by competitors. In the case of Alfa, those competitors have been Vladimir Gusinsky,
Boris Berezovsky, Roman Abramovich and Vladimir Potanin, among others. (Nowadays Alfa's
rivals among the oligarchs in the banking sphere is Alexander Marout and MDM. In the oil
sector Yukos and Sibneft are Alfa's main rivals.)
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In our opinion, there is no substantiated evidence that is known to the Russian authorities which
would prove allegations of drug trafficking, murder, death threats or money iaundering.
Furthermore, we have found no sign of any existing plan on the part of Russian law enforcement
agencies to vigorously investigate any of these allegations. It is very unlikely that Alfa will
become the target of any loud campaign, investigation, or criminal prosecution.
Sergei Vasilyev and Alfa Group
In the course of another Trident's project, we became aware of an episode involving Sergei
Vasilyev and Alfa Group. Vasilyev's name in connection to Alfa emerged into the public
spotlight when he sent a letter to the Interior Ministry's Vladimir Rushailo complaining about
Alfa Vasilyev maintains a personal archive about Alfa Group's principals as a matter of
"insurance policy" and in hopes of using it against Aven and Fridman some day.
Sergei Vasilyev worked in the Russian government during 1991-98. When Prime Minister
Yevgeny Primakov came to power, and brought his own team into government, Vasilyev trained
his eye on the private sector. In 1998 Vasilyev was appointed Chainnan of the Executive
Committee at International Investment Bank: (Mezhdunarodny Investitsionny Bank or MIS) successor to the Economic Cooperation Bank: of the Council of Economic Cooperation (fonner
joint banking body of the USSR and Eastern European countries).
Yevgeny Primakov supported his candidacy. His appointment was lobbied by Petr Ayen.
Anatoly Chubais and others. After his appointment, Ayen immediately told Vasilyev that he
expected special treatment for himself and Alfa Bank.
Vasilyev had always had great respect for A ven, and considered him a fellow Russian refonner.
In addition to his professional respect, he viewed Aven as a personal friend, coming from a good
professional family. The two had been good friends and on a first name basis since 1990.
Following Vasilyev's appointment just after the August 1998 financial crisis, he began an
inventory of the bank's assets and debts. He discovered that MIB had kept $20 million of its own
money in a low-yielding account at Alfa Bank. for years. With the urgent need for money in the
aftermath of the crisis, Vasilyev asked Alfa Bank to move the $20 million back to MIB. The
decision did not sit well with Alfa Bank's leadership.
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Apparently, Alfa Bank viewed MID as an obedient fiscal vehicle which was expected to function
for the benefit of Alfa Bank. It did not care about MIB's liquidity problems, and did not want to
return the money. Alfa Bank offered to give MIB an IOU instead. Such papers were worth 10010
of actual value at the time.
Vasilyev voiced his opposition to the blatant defrauding ofMIB. Alfa Bank's leaders responded
swiftly and viciously. Vasilyev told Trident in a confidential discussion that he and another
influential person (who he refused to name) went to meet with Mikhail Fridman and Petr Aven in
September, 1998. In Fridman's office, he and A ven pressured Vasilyev to accept the nearly
worthless IOU. Fridman then threatened Vasilyev, saying that ifhe refused, Fridman would
"tum on a machine that one can't fWl away from." He assured Vasilyev that he would find
himselfinjail within a couple of months. Fridman then proceeded to paint what a horrible
picture awaited him in prison.
Vasilyev balked. He wrote a letter to General Rushailo, seeking to protect himself by making the
matter public. Pressure and harassment continued for the next two years. A yen and Fridman
simultaneously used their corrupt connections to seek Vasilyev's removal from MIB. They
additionally lobbied the Russian Ministry of Finance to have Alfa Bank's debts to MIB
dismissed.
When Yevgeny Primakov's cabinet was dismissed, Aven and Fridman, in Vasilyev's words,
pushed new Prime Minister Sergei Stepashin to fire V asilyev. In October, 1999, Vasilyev was
approached by a very highly placed Russian government official (we suspect that a Yeltsin aide

was involved) who pressmed him into stating publicly that there had been no letter to Rushailo.
Arrangements were made for "the right reporter" from RIA-Novosti to meet with Vasilyev and
record his explanations recanting the allegations. Information to that effect was promptly made
public.
Sergei Vasilyev is still very bitter about this episode. He remains humiliated and hateful of
Alfa's principals. He believes that his former good friend Petr A ven has changed very much
after joining Alfa. Vasilyev now represents the North Western District of Russia in the

Federation Council and acts as consultant with the Carnegie Center in Moscow.
lNK and the Bank of New York Scandal
!
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Trident obtained infonnation suggesting that 1NK and its owners may have been directly
involved in the capital flight scheme disclosed as a result of the Bank of New York (BoNY)
scandal.
According to Trident's Russian law enforcement somces investigating the BoNY case, American
law-enforcement agencies consider Blavatnik to be a party to the scandal surrounding the BoNY.
The inquiry into the BoNY matter, if it ever becomes public, may potentially expose the
leadership of the Alfa Group of companies which U.S. investigators suspect transferred tens of
millions of dollars using the principal culprit firm - Benex International.
Russian law enforcement officers believe that U.S. investigators possess materials showing that
Mikhail Fridman, Victor Vekselberg and Len Blavatnik, TNK, and the now well-publicized
Russian Sobinbank, Flora Bank, and Depozitamo-Kleringovy Bank (DKB) were all involved in

the BoNY-related scheme.
According to Trident's somces, significant amounts of money from sales oflNK oil were wired
to the accounts of companies controlled by Fridman, Blavatnik and Vekselberg (e.g, 000
Neftpromresurs's account at Flora Bank). Then the money was wired to front companies'
accounts at DKB.
In the next step, in the opinion of U.S. investigators, an offshore bank that had a correspondent
account at DKB, submitted promissory notes to the front companies demanding immediate
payments. The promissory notes had been transferred to the offshore bank. in advance.
Next, the front companies authorized DKB to immediately transfer monies to the ruble account
of the offshore bank: at DKB.
After that transfer, on the instructions of the offshore bank, DKB wired the money to its
correspondent account at Sobinbank. The latter sold rubles and purchased dollars.
Subsequently, Sobinbank transferred the dollar amount to its correspondent account at the Bank
of New York. Once there, the money was deposited into the accounts of Benex.
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Following that, the money was wired to the correspondent accounts ofBarclays Bank. At that
point, according to U.S. investigators, the money was finally transferred to the end beneficiaries
mentioned above at some other offshore bank, say on the Isle of Man.
Conclusions
Based on the results of research into lNK - with attention to the Russian side of ownership we are prepared to make the following conclusions about the subject:
•

The various companies and finns that make up Aifa Group are controlled by and serve
the same strategic ends as prescribed by the Alfa leadership. Alfa Group companies
complement lNK.'s efforts in achieving its objectives.

•

Alfa Group's Alfa-Eco serves as a tough, ruthless and efficient corporate raiding
machine, serving as an Alfa Group vehicle for assertive acquisitions.

•

In conducting business, Alfa Group is characterized by a symbiosis of long-tenn business
planning, aggressive methods of achieving designated goals, past indirect connections
with organized crime groups, and the active maintenance of a wide circle of connections
with law enforcement bodies, regional opinion leaders, and federal government
structures.

•

At the level of the national government, Alfa Group has "its own people" serving in a
variety of capacities. Trident submits that Alfa Group is one of the best-positioned
financial-industrial groups in Russia in tenns of effective lobbying support.

•

Alfa Group is believed to be very much in control of the entire government system and
jUdiciary in a number of Russian provinces, first of all Tyumen Region, including Khanty
Mansiisk Autonomous Okrug. It also has solid relationships with the leadership of many
other regions.

•

Although there exists evidence of wrongdoing by Alfa Group persons and entities,
Trident observes that the current leadership has no plans to publicly undennine Alfa
Group as long as they do not become arrogant and go overboard in their activities. The
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current Kremlin strategy gives preference to

ing derogatory information as a tool to

force players like TNK and Alfa to toe the lin
•

Alfa Group has enough far-reaching clout that ·t can generally shut down attempts at
tarnishing its image through using media and ther PR efforts.

•

Trident Group has intelligence suggesting inte al frictions within 1NKfAlfa. Mikhail
Fridman, Petr Aven and a few other key playe

are careful to distance themselves

publicly from Gennan Khan and his team.
•

Informed sources perceive the greatest future

t to TNK as the likelihood of a conflict

between shareholders, since management is sp it into two groups.

Thank you.
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Appendix One: AUeged FSB Letter
This appendix contains excerpts from a letter, sent by an anonymous group of Federal Security
Service agents to the head of the national security cOnWittee, Victor lvanovich Ilyukhin.. in
1999. The veracity of the allegations made in this letter are questionable.
Dear Victor Ivanovich:
We are writing you this letter in order to draw your attention, as head of the Parliamentary
Committee on Security, to an issue directly affecting the national security of the government of
Russia
The leadership of Alfa Group feels that they have very highly-placed support. They even went
so far as to openly threaten their competitors with execution on the pages of several well-known
newspapers. In an interview with the newspaper, Segodnya, on October 18, 1997, A. Funnan,
the President ofTNK, a company controlled by Alfa Group, threatened his competitor, the
General Director of AO Nizhnevartoskneftegaz. He publicly declared that "His forehead is
painted green." In criminal circles, this is considered an order for murder.
The main goal of the consortium is, frankly, to extract as much money and other assets as
possible from the Russian economy and transfer them abroad. Serious investment in real sector
development projects is clearly not part of Alfa Group's plans. The activities of the consortium's
investment company, Alfa Capital are demonstrative of this. For example, Alfa Capital carried
out a shady voucher scheme that went like this. First, they collected privatization checks from
the public. In total, more than two million checks were collected. Then, companies known as
check investment funds (CIF) bought up significant controlling packets in more than 160
production companies. These shares were later sold to several offshore companies belonging to
Mikhail Fridman (a member of the Board of directors of AIfa-Group and AIfa Bank) at reduced
prices. Later, the shares were resold at greatly inflated prices. The profit was almost entirely
transferred to Fridman's account, and a number of holders of the elf's received minuscule
dividends. As a result of this voucher scheme alone, Alfa-Group increased its net worth by
approximately 30 to 40 million dollars.
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The activities of the consortium in general and the companies affiliated with it frequently run
counter to both the state and national interests of Russia and often border on the illegal.
However, up to this point, all attempts of law enforcement organizations to take warranted legal
actions have been blocked by the cOImections iufa Group's leaders have in the highest echelons
of power. Recently, the federal security service investigated cases of corruption among highplaced government bureaucrats. A main target of the investigations was none other than the
current general director of Alfa-Eco, Alexander Fain. During the course or the investigations, it
became clear that Fain had been concealing large sums of money from the tax collectors for a
number of years. Documentation concerning this matter was given to the main department of the
tax police. In order to keep this infonnation quiet, all possible connections were used. Fain and
his "emissary" - assistant head of the security service of Alfa-Eco, V.V. Korshunov, and Fain
assistant, Kaza.nkin, handed out bribes not in envelopes, but in suit cases. And in the end, the
investigation was dropped (although the case was never officially closed). Currently, Fain is
concerned that the investigation might be reopened so he is using all of his power to intimidate
those who were the "sources" of the infonnation.
At one time, Alfa Bank gave more than $500,000 in order to ensure that Yegor Gaidar was
named head of the government. As vice premier, and then as acting prime minister, Gaidar
personally oversaw the provision of Alfa Bank with government credits on favorable conditions.
Nevertheless, Fridman did not consider this to be a sufficient reward for helping Gaidar and
insistently demanded that Gaidar order the government to grant additional privileges for his
bank. The Minister of External Economic Relations (MEER) under Gaidar, Petr Aven, became
the President of Alfa Bank after he retired from government service. Due to A ven's personal
connections, Alfa Bank was able to acquire 500 milJion Indian Rupees from the Ministry of
Finance at a rate of 42 Rubles to 1 Rupee - a rate one and half times less than the rate
established by the Central Bank - 65 Rubles per Rupee.
The transaction blatantly violated the laws of both Russia and India According to currency
experts at MEER, after redeeming the Rupees and receiving at least 80 to 85% of their value in
hard currency, Alfa Bank did not account for between $2.5 and $5.9 million. Further proof of
the illegality of the deals is that, after their completion. a high-placed employee of Alfa bank, a
certain Bazilevsky, demanded that the-leadership of MEER return the agreement containing the
conditions for the sale of the Indian currency. The contract, which contained the si~tures of
Assistant Minister of Finance SeIivanov; and bank president Petr Ave~ was being examined by
ministry experts.
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Such methods are common occurrences throughout Alfa Bank's history. Since the consortium's
creation, law enforcement agencies have consistently noted a crim~al bent to many of its
operations. In 1993, the Superlan bank, through an interbank credit, sent money to Alfa Bank,
for which it received cash. In tot:a1, more than one billion rubles were converted to dollars, part
of which were then transferred to Cyprus without any documentation. According to various
accounts, up to $5 million were sent to Cyprus. The rest of the money was spent for suspicious
reasons, presumably in payment for services rendered by criminal elements. Kard-Bank, Bank
Premier SV, and Draft Bank were also indirectly involved in these operations to transfer money
abroad, along with their heads, O.Dushenko, A.Azizov, and D.Pirunsky.The illegal banking
activities of Draft Bank, in particular, are conducted by the Balashikhinsky organized crime
group (OCG).
Dming the last several years, various subdivisions of the Ministry of Internal Affairs and the
Federal Security Service have received intelligence concerning contact and even cooperation
beiween the Alfa Consortiwn and OCG's such as Solntsevskaya, Balashikhinsky, an
Mazutkinsky, and a number of ethnic-based gangs. Among those, Alfa Consortium is known to
have been involved with the Cbechen, Dagestani, and Ossetian OCG's. Consortium leaders
Mikhail Fridman and Petr A ven allegedly participated in the traffic of drugs from Southeast Asia
through Russia and into Europe. Other important members of their group include Otari

Kvantrishvili and IosifKobzon, criminal leaders S.Timofeev (Sylvester) and A.Petrov (Petrik),
and international adventurers Mark Rich and Grigory Luchansky.
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Appendix Two: Politically Connected Alfa Allies
The following two men are both fonner employees of Alfa Bank who entered the inner circle of
the Russian President and who currently occupy positions of influence in his administration.
Alexander Sergeevich Abramov
Deputy Head of Administration, President of the Russian Federation
Date of Birth: 10 February 1957, Moscow region
Education: Graduated from the Moscow Institute of Engineers of Railway Transport, 1979.
1979-89 -- Worked on the Voskresensk sector of the Moscow Railway.
1989-1991 - First Secretary, Voskresensk Branch ofKomsomol (Young Communist
League).
1991 - Head of the Moscow Region Organization of the Russian Youth Union (RSM).
May 1992 - February 1994 - Deputy Manager of Finist Bank.
994 - 1995 - Deputy Head, "Schipok" Branch, MENATEP Bank; Senior Manager,
Public Relations, MENATEP.
1996 - .1997 -- Head of the Financial Department, Deputy Head, Public Relations. ZAO
Rosprom.
1997-1999 - Head, Government Relations, Alfa Bank.
7 December 1999 -- Appointed Deputy Chief of Staff, Administration of the President of
the Russian Federation.
January 2000 - Appointed Vladimir Putin's Campaign Manager.
Vladislav Yurievich Surkov
Deputy Chief of Staff, President of the Russian Federation.
Fonner First Deputy Head of the Board of Alfa Bank
D&eofBrrili: 1%4,Moscow
1992 - President, Russian Association of Advertisers, Member of the Board,
MENATEP,

Head of Advertising.

1992-1996 -- Director, Client Relations, MENATEP.
1996 - 1997 - Vice-President, Government Relations, ZAO Rosprom.
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1997-1998 - First Deputy Chairman of the Board, Alfa Bank.
3 August 1999 -- Appointed Deputy Chief of Staff, Administration of the President of the
Russian Federation.
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Appendix Three: Criminal Investigations
According to Trident's sources in the Russian Ministry of Intemal Affairs (MVD), the following
investigations were initiated against Alfa Group during the past several years. None of these are
active. Some have been closed altogether. others have been shelved as "cold cases. If
In April 1995, the Economic Crimes Unit of the Ministry ofIntemal Affairs perfonned a
search of the central office of Alfa Group in Moscow. The search turned up a large
quantity of anns, unaccounted for loose cash, and several Israeli passports of the Alfa
Group leadership. A criminal case was brought as a result of this search.
On 30 October 1997, criminal case #145729 was brought by the Moscow Railroad
Administration's Internal Affairs Department as a result of the discovery of three
submachine guns and a case of ammunition in a container used by Alfa-Eco.
In the Fall of 1998, the Kemerovo regional prosecutor's office initiated a criminal case
against provisional manager of AO Zapsib Metallurgical Smelter, Boris Kabak, who was
believed to be controlled by Alfa, for abuse of power. Alfa was accused of asset
stripping.

In 1999, a criminal case was brought in relation to the sale of the first block of shares in
1NK on 16 December 1997.
In 1999, a criminal case was initiated related to the transfer of funds from the Achinsk
Alumina Factory (AGK) to other enterprises affiliated with Alfa.

In November 2000, the main investigative unit for organized crime of the Krasnoyarsk
.Krai Directorate of Internal Affairs brought a criminal case against Alfa, alleging that the

latter had driven one of Achinsk's major enterprises, 000 PKF Svyatogor, to
bankruptcy.
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Appendix Four: Portraits of Selected Individuals

Petr Olegovich Aven
Year of Birth: 1955,Moscow.
Education:

Moscow Physics and Mathematics School No.2, 1972;
Economics Department, Moscow State University 1977 (one year ahead of Yegor
Gaidar);
M.A. Moscow State University 1980, (studied with Gaidar);
Ph.D. Candidate, Economics.

1981-88 - Junior Researcher, Senior Researcher, All-Union Scientific Research Institute
of Systemic Analysis, USSR Academy of Science (Gaidar also worked there, 19801985);
1989-91 - Adviser to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, also served on contract at the
Vienna International Institute for Applied Systemic Analysis;
Fall 1991 - Joined the new reformist government as Chamnan of the Russian Committee
for Foreign Economic Relations, and First Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs;
January 1992 - Headed the newly formed Ministry of Foreign Economic Relations;
May-December 1992 - Chairman of the GAIT Commission;
24 December 1992 - Leaves government seIVice. There is much conjecture about why
he left the government ranging from his distaste for Premier Chemomyrdin to allegations
that he had been caught leaking sensitive information to his brother, reportedly in the
Israeli Mossad;
December 1992 to February 1993 - Aide Boris Berezovsky, President, AO LogoVAZ;
March 1993 - Founded his own finn, Finansy Petra Avena (petr A ven Finance) or
FinPA, registered as a financial-consulting company specializing in securities deals;
FinPA was closely affiliated with Aifa Bank, with which it traded 50% of its stock for
10% of the bank's stock;
October 1994 - Became President of AIfa Bank, in which Mikhail Fridman was
Chairman of the Board;
November 1998 - Member, Board of Directors, Aifa Bank;
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12 December 1993 -- Elected Deputy of State Duma from Vybor Rossii;

4 January 1993 -- Declined Duma post in favor of retaining his position at FinPA;
25 June 1996 - Received Decree from President Yeltsin thanking him for his help in the
reelection campaign;
May 1998 - Became Member of the Board of Directors at OAO Aviakor
From June 1998 - Chainnan of the Board, ZAO Alfa-TV;
November 1998 -- Chainnan of the Board, ZAO STS (Television Station Network).
Mikhail Maratovich Fridman
Chainnan of the Board, Alfa Group.
Chairman of the Board, OAO IKB Alfa Bank.
Date of Birth: 21 April 1964 in Lvov, Ukraine.
Education: Graduated from the Moscow Institute of Steel and Alloys (studied with his cousin.
Dmitri Lvovich Fridman).
Some reports suggest that in 1985, prior to beginning his professional career, Fridman had ties
with what was known to be the "Bauman Brigade," the only serious organized crime group in
Moscow at the time. Interior Ministry reports claim that the group dealt in illegal drugs. .
1986-1988 - EngineerlDesigner at the Electrostal Factory in the city of Electrostal.
Together with his cousin, Dmitri, founded two cooperatives, Helios and Orsk, computer
trading finns.
From 1998 - Private entrepreneur in Alfa-Foto, Alfa-Eco, Alfa Capital.
From 1991 -- Chairman of the Board of Directors, Alfa Bank.
1995 -1998 - Member of the Board of Directors, ORT (Channel One).
From 1996 - Chainnan of the Board of Directors, Alfa Consortium.
From January 1996 - Founder and Vice-President of the Russian Jewish Congress
(REK), head ofREK Cultural Committee.
From 1996 - Member of the Board of Directors, OAO Sidanko Oil Company
25 July 1996 - Presidential Decree N396 received by Fridman, thanking him for his
active help in the reelection campaign of Boris Yeltsin.
From October 1996 - Member of the Banking Affairs Committee of the government of
the Russian Federation.
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In July 1998, after the merger of Alfa Bank and Alfa Capital, became the ChaiIman of the
Board of Directors at OAO IKB Alfa Bank.
Since 1998 - Member of the Board of Directors at ZAO Torgovy Dom Perekrestok.
Fridman has been listed numerous times as one of the most influential entrepreneurs in Russia.
German Khan
Year of Birth: 1961.
Education: Kiev Industrial Pedagogical Technical College, and the Moscow Institute of Steel
and
Alloys (as Fridman and some others at Alfa).
1990-1992 - Head of wholesale trade department, Soviet-Swiss Joint Venture, Alfa-Eco.
1992-1995 - Head of export department, Alfa-Eco.
1996 - President, Alfa-Eco.
From September J997 - Member of Board of Directors, 1NK.
From 1998 - Deputy ChaiIman of the Board, "INK.
Boris Kondrashov
Member of the Board, "INK.
Head of security unit, TNK.
Date of Birth: 24 March, 1957 in Sverdlovsk, Russia
Education: Graduated from the Sverdlovsk Law Institute in 1973.
1973-1974 - Military service in the Interior Ministry.
From 1975 - Worked in investigative bodies of the Moscow City Interior Ministry
(police). .
Until August 1991 - Member of Communist Party
From 1990 - Elected Deputy to the Russian Soviet Federative Socialist Republic
Supreme Council (parliament) from Babushkino. He was supported by the Ministry of
State Security.
From 1990 - Member of the Supreme Council Republic Committee, Deputy Chainnan
of the Legal Committee, Member of Committee to study the reasons for the August 1991
breakup of the USSR.
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1993 - Participant in Constitutional Hearing as a member of the Russian Party of Free

Labor.
December 1993 - Lost election to Russian State Duma.
1994 - 1997 - Deputy Chief of the Moscow City Interior Ministry (police)
October 1997 - Appointed Deputy Minister of Justice
November 1997 - Appointed Deputy Minister and Chief Court Bailiff of the Russian
Federation
January 1998 -- Appointed Head of the Observatory Council of the Russian Government
Debt Center.
February 1998 - Became member of the Federal Insolvency Service Collegium.
March 1999 - Appointed to Presidential Committee on State Awards.
September 1999 - Presidential decree removes Kondrashov from post as Deputy
Minister. The official reason was "in connection with transfer to a new position. tt
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OSTRAGER
EXHIBIT D

9 September 1999
London, U.K.

CONFIDENTIAL

RE: Background Investigation and Assessment of Tyumen Oil Company

Summary
Group Security conducted an assessment of Tyumen Oil Company (TNK)
and its principal ownership group, Novy Petroleum Financial Limited and
ZAO Novy Holdings. The request was predicated on the current BP
Amoco strategy to prevent bankruptcy proceedings involving Sidanco and
one of its key subsidiaries, Chernogorneft. TNK is involved in a hostile
take-over of Chernogorneft, which could jeopardise BP Amoco's
investment in Sidanco.
Management prudently raised concerns about TNK's possible use of
harassment, intimidation or violence against BP Amoco or Sidanco
personnel, in response to our strategy. These possibilities exist given
anecdotal allegations of TNK's links to Russian organised crime and
purported penchant for violence. However, reliable sources, familiar with
TNK and Alpha Group practices, assessed the probability of physical
violence against SidancolBP Amoco employees as unlikely. We concur.
Whilst the other threats do not warrant the cessation of business operations
in Russia, or evacuation of personnel, it does require enhanced security
measures and practices, which will be addressed with local management.

DETAILS

TNK - Key Players and Relationships
Under the Novy associations, TNK is majority-owned (51 %) by the Alpha Group consortium
and Renova Access Industries Group. The Russian Federal Property Funds controls the
remaining portion ofTNK. Reportedly, efforts are underway by TNK to obtain control ofthe
Funds' holdings. Mikhail Friedman leads the Alpha Group consortium. Knowledgeable
sources describe him as a young, brilliant financier and businessman. Leonard Blavatnik,
who lives in the U.S., is the driving force behind Renova Access Industries Group. Sources
describe him as a "wheeler-dealer" and as someone who is very active in lobbying U.S.
political and financial interests on TNK's behalf.
Other significant personalities have various roles in TNK. Semyon "Simon" Kukes (a former
Amoco employee) is TNK's president, but has only modest influence. Representatives from
Alpha and Renova groups exercise TNK's active management. For instance, German Kahn
(President of Alpha-Echo, an Alpha Group subsidiary) who serves as Vice Chairman of
TNK's Management Board and as a First Vice President, is thought to closely monitor Kukes
activities for the Alpha Group. Kahn is described as "young and clever", but with a very
mercurial and volatile temperament, including allegations of links to black market and
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criminal activity during the former Soviet era. Oversight of the company's strategic
development, including the Chernogomeft take-over, is the responsibility of Victor
Vekselberg (Chairman of the Board of Renova Access Industries Group) who also serves as
Deputy Chairman of the TNK's Management Board and as another First Vice President.
(Full profiles of the above individuals are maintained and are available upon request).
Sources speak of considerable tension between prominent individuals in Alpha Group and
TNK. Friedman is clearly the most influential and is b~lieved to be responsible for devising
TNK's Chernogorneft strategy. Friedman is reportedly very concerned about his reputation
and how he is perceived in the West. He craves recognition and credibility and is very
sensitive to being marginalised or snubbed. Kukes told our sources that Friedman's priorities
are reputation and wealth, in that order of priority. Kahn, on the other hand, is reported to be
fiercely loyal to TNK, unlike the others who are only opportunistically interested in the
financial rewards. Kahn is closest to daily operations, and Kukes is known to fear him.

TNK's Chernogorneft Strategy
Our sources report that Kukes and TNK have intimate knowledge ofBP Amoco's strategies
and intentions. Although sources and methods were not revealed, most Russian companies
with sufficient funding, motivation, and political connections can be expected to actively
collect information against competitors, using a myriad of proven intelligence-gathering
methods. Our sources emphasised the need for BP Amoco to significantly improve the
security of its information management.
Kukes is described as very confident about TNK's strategies for obtaining Chernogorneft. He
estimates that TNK has already invested between $60 and $70 million and now holds between
58% and 62% ofChernogorneft's debt. Kukes also believes that "TNK is in a prime position
. in Nizhnevartovsk and Khanty-Mansyisk." He commented that TNK is perceived as "a local
company with local ties." Not surprisingly, Kukes told our sources that Sidanco is viewed as
a "thoroughly mismanaged and discredited company."
Kukes claimed that TNK have been assiduously tending to their political strategies and have
secured considerable local political support. Although not substantiated, Kukes inferred that
TNK also enjoys strong national support at the executive (Minister of Energy) and legislative
(Duma, Speaker of the House) levels.
Kukes noted that the battle between TNK and BP Amoco over Chernogorneft is "getting
persona!." He cited BP Amoco's lobbying efforts to block TNK's loan application with
Export-Import Bank (EXIM), wherein, TNK was purportedly characterised by BP Amoco as
"crooks and thugs." Kukes indicated that TNK has already secured alternative financing (not
further identified). He actually hoped that the EXIM loan would be rejected because it would
improve TNK's standing for subsequent (slander/libel) litigation against BP Amoco. Kukes
implied that a team oflawyers in the U.S were already devising a legal strategy.
Kukes mused about alternative options to "bidding up the debt" and "paying a lot of money
for something that we could have acquired for very little." He suggested, at one point, that
BP Amoco - TNK should buy and operate Chernogorneft as a separate alliance company.
However, Kukes did not think that such an arrangement would generate much interest
because, as he said, BP Amoco does not take TNK seriously. As an example, he cited a BP
Amoco approach to TNK to discuss fuel provision to BP Amoco retail outlets in Moscow.
Kukes, instead, pushed for a broader alliance, saying TNK had bigger aspirations than being a
wholesaler. The BP Amoco representatives were reportedly dismissive of his proposal and
the talks concluded. (As an aside, Kukes mentioned that TNK has recently bought a 12%
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ownership interest in the Slavneft refinery, which is alleged to be a source of fuel for BP
Amoco retail sites in Moscow, and that Friedman is now considering its outright purchase.)

Observation and Conclusion
TNK firmly believes its position will ultimately prevail because of established political
alliances, which would almost certainly demand closer scrutiny in a more transparent business
and political environment. By all accounts, TNK enjoys excellent relations with the regional
authorities of Tyumen Oblast and Khanty-Mansyisk District, especially the with Tyumen
Oblast's governor, Leonid Roketsky, who is a TNK board member.
Neither Alfa nor Renova employ the violent resolution methods often seen in commercial
conflicts involving the so called "bandits," the most visible part of the Russian organised
crime. Instead, both groups are more likely to associate (primarily money laundering) with
the more sophisticated and discreet elements of Russian organised crime. Additionally, both
employ private security groups and enjoy the unlimited support of local law enforcement
agencies, which they are able to manipulate to achieve desired business objectives.
A consensus of these factors, along with the need for maintaining international respectability -almost an obsession for Friedman--indicates that direct physical violence against BP
Amoco/Sidanco expatriates is unlikely. The risk to Russians affiliated with the company,
such as Alexander Putilov (who one source claimed was involved in several questionable
business relationships in the past) is slightly higher. Nevertheless, risks against national
employees are still more likely to take the form of low-level harassment and intimidation than
physical violence. All this presumes, of course, that Friedman is actually the "Captain of his
ship" and exercises sufficient organisational control to mitigate the actions of people like
Kahn, who is far less predictable and much more reactionary.
Given the present circumstances, we believe that TNK is much more likely to continue to
enrol the support of various government officials and agencies, such as local tax police units,
governors, deputy prime ministers, etc., in order to substantially pressure BP Amoco to reach
a compromise with TNK. As one source noted, "BP Amoco is playing the game on a Russian
pitch, by Russian rules, officiated by corrupt politicians in TNK's pockets." Nevertheless,
indications are that TNK would still be receptive to alternative solutions for settling the
Chemogorneft dispute. In that regard, our source is well liked and trusted by Kukes, based on
a long term business relationship. The source could easily open a back channel dialogue with
Kukes (TNK), should that be desired or deemed beneficial. Also, management should be
assured that the source's integrity is beyond reproach and that his linkage to BP Amoco
remains entirely confidential.
In conclusion, we believe that continued business operations in Russia are possible and fall
within acceptable risk levels but, given this dispute, our presence will require enhanced
security measures and increased staff commitment and involvement. A number of measures
have already been adopted; others will be discussed during a Group Security visit to Moscow,
scheduled for next week.

CONCLUDED HERE

John E. Sullivan
Nigel J. Carpenter
William R. Skidmore
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CONTROL OF SIDANKO SUBSIDIARY CHERNOGORNEFT. PRIOR TO
A -''LY 30 CREDITORS MEETING, CHERNOGORNEFT PAID OFF
U. ) EXIMBANK FINANCING IN FULL AND PAID DOWN ITS DEBT
TO THE EBRD, THUS GAINING CONTROL OF CHERNOGONEFT'S
CREDITORS COMMITTEE, SIDELINING EXIM AND THE EBRD.
CREDITORS THEN APPOINTED AN EXTERNAL MANAGER PERCEIVED
TO FAVOR TNK. SIDANKO AND THE EBRD INTEND TO DISPUT-rIE,---,
THE LEGALITY OF THE CREDITORS MEETING AND ACTIONS. I
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BOLD STROKE BY TNK
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_
IN A BOLD MOVE PRIOR TO A JULY 30 CREDITORS
MEETING, CHERNOGORNEFT TEMPORARY MANAGER VASILIY BIKIN
ORDERED THE COMPANY TO REPAY ITS U.S. EXIMBANK LOAN IN
FULL AND PAID DOWN ALMOST A THIRD OF EBRD DEBT INTO AN
OFFSHORE ACCOUNT. A LOCAL COURT RULED THAT AS A
RI LT, ONLY USD 26· MILL.IONOF THE USD 35 MILLION EBRD
LO~1 WAS OUTSTANDING.
CONSEQUENTLY, U.S. EXIMBANK WAS
SIDELINED WITHOUT A SEAT, AND EBRD AND SIDANKO WERE
LEFT WITH LESS THAN 50 PERCENT OF CHERNOGORNEFT'S DEBT
AND A MINORITY OF SEATS ON THE CREDITORS' COMMITTEE.
CREDITORS THEN APPOINTED ALEKSANDR GORSHKOV, WHO IS
PERCEIVED TO BE CLOSE TO TNK, AS EXTERNAL MANAGER.
BACKED BY BP AMOCO, SIDANKO AND THE EBRD INTEND TO
DISPUTE THE LEGALITY OF CHERNOGORNEFT'S CREDITORS
MEETING AND ACTION IN COURT.
APPEAL WITHIN ONE MONTH
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TNK ACQUIRES SIDANKO DEBT
7.
(..
IN A RELATED DEVELOPMENT, THE TYUMEN OIL
COMPANY CONFIRMED TO THE PRESS ON AUGUST 2 THAT IT HAD
COMPLETED A TRANSACTION ON ACQUIRING SIDANKO'S DEBT
OWED TO WEST LB. TYUMEN WILL NOW SIT ON SIDANKO'S
CR""lITORS' COMMITTEE. AS IT IS THE HOLDER OF THE
S1
RED DEBT SIDANKO'S (AND BP AMOCO'S) PLAN TO SETTLE
AMICABLY WITH CREDITORS MAY NO LONGER BE A POSSIBILITY.
TYUMEN OIL WILL LIKELY MAKE EVERY EFFORT TO KEEP
SIDANKO'S BANKRUPTCY PROCEEDINGS GOING UNTIL IT GETS
THE CHANCE TO TAKE OVER CHERNOGORNEFT, SIDANKO'S MAIN
PRODUCTION SUBSIDIARY AND THE "JEWEL IN THE CROWN."
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BP Amoco Corp.
17701 Stree., NW, Suite 1000
Woshington, DC 20006

(202) 457·6591

BPAmoco

Michael E. Townshend
Director, International AII.irs

August 25, 1999

Mr J. Harmon
President and Chairman
Export-Import bank of the United States
811 Vermont Avenue, NW
Washington DC 20571
Dear Mr Harmon:
Today, an offer was made by BP Amoco and other shareholders of Sidanco to purchase the
registered debt of all the creditors of Chernogorneft.
This offer will enable the current bankruptcy case against Chernogorneft to be cleared, and
pave the way for restructuring of Sidanco, I hope this will also provide more clarity for you in
considering ExIm's plans and operations in Russia.
All of this presupposes acceptance by the Chernogorneft external ma'nager. If the offer is
rejected it will call into question the motives and intent behind the bankruptcy ruling of
Chemogomeft on August 3rd. If you have any questions please do not hesitate to call.
Yours sincerely
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encl.- Press release
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November 30, 1999

FAX, (WI) (dl\.??Iq

Jackie M. Clegg
Vice Chairman, First Vice President and
Chief Operating Officer
EXPORT-IMPORT BANK OF THE UNITED STATES
81 r Vermont Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20571-0002
Dear Jackie:
Thank you very much for our meeting week before last. It took me a little time to
gather the information necessary to respond to some of your comments and suggestions.
Since then, events have somewhat overtaken us.
I indeed trust that you ,were watching theactiviti'es on the 26th as cJosely'as you
had planned to. You are probably aware that armed guards prevented the court actions
prohibiting the sale from being served. I am sure that you are also aware that the Sputnik
.- group which included Soros, The Harvard Trust, the private investors I represent, as well
as many others, also were not allowed to bid. I will leave all that for a later time and
proceed with the answers to what I gleaned to be your concerns during our visit.
You made reference that "all this could be avoided if BP had just paid off the
debt". The proposed amicable settlement in April this year was designed to do just that.
In August BP Amco offered to purchase all of the registered debt ofChernogorneft for
cash at face value. The amicable settlement, which took several months to put in place,
needed unanimity by all ofSidanco's shareholders. It was rejected by one shareholder,
who was a major creditor to INK. You will have to draw your own conclusions as to the
reasons why this was unsuccessful. The debt purchase offer made by DP Amoco Oll
Chemogomeft was llot only rejected by the external manager of Chemogorneft, who
never even read the offer, but he also refused to even give a list of the creditors (there are
some five hundred of them). Although no reasons were given by the external manager,
one has to question why he would then recommend liquidation of the company at less
than market value when an offer was made to rescue the company. Despite this, SP
Amoco stm sought to take 'off the debt of Chernogorneft creditors. One of the creditorS
who came forward then requested two days later that BP Amoco reinstate his debt as his
family had been threatened. Again, you will have to draw your own conclusions as to
how clean this has been.
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Jackie Clegg
November 30, 1999
Page Two

You made several references that this all could have been resolved much sooner.
Yes, this would have been true if the court system in Russia had been transparent and
open. You will remember that when Chemogorneft was first declared bankrupt back in
October 1998, Ex-1m, along with EBRD failed to have their debt recognized, even though
they were the major creditors. Firmer action by the agencies at this time may have had a
very different effect on the outcome. As it was, three companies with a combined
holding of 2% of the registered debt defeated appeals made by Ex-1m and EBRD, who
collectively held over 50% of the debt.
From Sidanco's perspective, one has to wonder why the EBRD and Ex-1m
agencies were so unsuccessful. It must have been irregularities working against the
Banks as major creditors, or that the Banks were content to let their position be
undermined by the court system and minority creditors.
You also made reference to a potential liquidation of Chernogorneft being a
firesale. We still see no reason for this. sale to have occurred as Chernogomeft was a
perfectly healthy company and I fail to see why Ex-1m felt that liquidation was necessary.
What was true was that the financial health of the company was being obscured to make a
case for liquidation. First of all, oil was sold for well below market price which cost
Chernogorneft at least $25 million in August alone. Secondly, the increase in receivables
for the first half ofthe year was 50%. Thirdly, the external manager increased operating
costs in the last half of the year by over 50 percent and increased capital expenditures by
over 250%.
Even at that, financial analysis. of the company shows that sufficient cash-flow is
available to repay all creditors and all debts to the budget and non-budget funds in full.
The registered debt of the company is equivalent to less than three months net cash-flow
at current prices. Most important, the liquidatIon which occurred under the most
questionable of circumstances allowed Cherngorneft to be sold without an open tender,
by approval of a m!\iority of creditors committee. The plan provided for no minimum
sale price to ensure the creditors are repaid in full. Therefore, the plan was directed at a
rapid transfer of ownership of the business through a closed sale, rather than a restoration
of solvency using available cash-flow.
This has not been a clean business. How this continues is in part in Ex-1m's own
hands. Having spoken to BP Amoco I understand that they wrote to Jim Harmon in
October offering to detail how funds had been diverted from Sidanco subsidiaries under
external management They received no response.
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Needless to say, the very questionable occurrences of November 26'h will be
examined, litigated and illuminated. It is my understanding that the Banking Committee,
as well as other interested subcommittees and committees, intend hearings in February.
Surely the Bank would not proceed with these two guarantees until the subject hearings
have occurred.
In addition to everything else, all the word coming from the State Department and
the National Security Council indicates outrage with the Russian savagery in Chechneya
and a general lessening and slow-down of aid to Russia. I am certain that that is the
judgment of Congress, no matter what Senator Lugar may have indicated months ago.
When one considers all of the solid, non-controversial, fully transparent transactions
available to the Ex-1m Bank, it just doesn't make sense that the Bank is so determined to
jump into this swamp.
Although many of the Bank's friends in Congress are loathe to directly interfere,
as was I when I was a Member, I have yet to find one that thinks this is a good idea. I am
sure Paul and his colleagues can quickly smack down the points I have raised, but
nevertheless, they are valid.
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cHTML>cFONT SIZE=3 PTSIZE=10>Subj: cB> FW: Chernogorneftc/FONT><FONT SIZE=3
PTSIZE=10></B><BR>
Date: 11/26/99 5:02:20 PM Eastern Standard TimecBR>
From: TownshME@BP.COM (Townshend, Mike E (WDC»<BR>
To:
McAdamMJ@BP.ODM (McAdams, Michael J), MedaglTJ@BP.COM (Medaglia, Thomas
J), BurtonLD®BP.COM (Burton, Larry D), MillerBW@BP.COM (Brian Miller),
ReicheEA@BP.COM (Reicherts, Elizabeth Al, CNAndreae@aol.com (Chip),
MCVick100@aol.com (Chris), fwhays@aol.com (Hayes, Wally), randyscheunemann@mail.am.com, mike-mitchell®mail.am.com, KOCHTJ@BP.com (Koch, Thomas
J), FOWLERIW@BP.com (Fowler, Ian W)<BR>
c/FONT><FONT SIZE=3 PTSIZE=10><BR>
c/FONT><FONT SIZE=3 PTSIZE=10>As we feared. If a reversal of this illegal sale
cannot be achieved (and forcBR>
what a ridiculous price) then we need to prepare to exit Sidanco over the<BR>
next month. will confirm a Russia meeting on Tuesday or wed next week.<BR>
<BR>
RegardscBR>
cBR>
> ----------<BR>
> From:
Chase, Howard<BR>
26 November 1999 04:32cBR>
> Sent:
> To;
Stewart, Ian B; Kennedy, Roddy P; Hughes, John C; Barr, Graham
R;cBR>
> Hall, Peter M (GIRl; Butler, Nick J; Nicholas, David H; Sladen, Chris<BR>
> (Irkutsk )cBR>
> Cc:
Berkeley, Robin; Townshend, Mike E (WOC); Sheppard, Bob
{SIDANCO);cBR>
> Charow, Peter A; Cochrane, Derek (SIDANCO); Morland, Anders; Baldwin, JohncBR>
> Ti Morris, RobincBR>
> Subject: chernogorneftcBR>
> Importance:
High<BR>
> cBR>
> <BR>
> This is to confirm that Chernogorneft was sold this morning at auction to<BR>
> TNK Nizhnevartovsk for approximately $178m.<BR>
> cBR>
> The media has been well prepared for this outcome and response so far hascBR>
> been fairly low key. I am sticking with our familiar and well rehearsedcBR>
> line:cBR>
> <BR>
we regard the entire bankruptcy process as invalid<BR>
> *
> *
the Chernogorneft sale has huge implications for all investors incBR>
> RussiacBR>
> *
BPA will be carefully reViewing its business position in Russia incBR>
> the light of these events<BR>
> cBR>
> As far as possible no further comment.<BR>
> cBR>
> Howard Chase<BR>
> cBR>
> ps: we understand that the fun went on right to the end. Sidanco officials<BR>
> were prevented by armed guards from entering the Chernogorneft offices tocBR>
> serve an injunction - just another day in Russia!cBR>
> cBR>
c/XMP>c/FONT><FONT COLOR="#OfOfOf" BACK="#fffffe" SIZE=3 PTSIZE=lO><BR>
cBR>
----------------------- Headers --------------------------------<BR>
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Return-Path: <TownshME@BP.COM><BR>
Received: from rly-zd04.mx.aol.com (rly-zd04.mail.aol.com [172.31.33.228]) by
air-zd05.mail.aol.com (vx) with ESMTP; Fri, 26 Nov 1999 17:02:20 -OSOO<BR>
Received: from interlock. amoco. com (interlock.amoco.com [192.195.167.2]) by
rly-zd04.mx.aol.com (v65.4) with ESMTP; Fri, 26 Nov 1999 17:02:12 1900<BR>
Received: by interlock. amoco. com id QAA1677~<BR>
(InterLock SMTP Gateway 3.0); Fri, 26 Nov 1999 16:02:03 -0600<BR>
Received: by interlock.amoco.com (Protected-side Proxy Mail Agent-2);<BR>
Fri, 26 Nov 1999 16:02:03 -0600<BR>
Received: by interlock~amoco.com (Protected-side Proxy Mail Agent-1);<BR>
Fri, 26 Nov 1999 16:02;03 -0600<BR>
Message-Id: <OB5F453CBODDD01185CD0080SFBE64A303F275D3@AMCLVX3><BR>
From: "Townshend, Mike E (WOC) " <TownshME@BP.COM><BR>
To: "McAdams. Michael Jft <McAdamMJ@BP.COM>.<BR>
"Medaglia, Thomas J"<BR>
<MedaglTJ@BP.COM>,<BR>
"Burton, Larry D" <BurtonLD@BP.COM>, Brian Miller<BR>
<MillerBW@BP.COM>.<BR>
"Reicherts, Elizabeth A" <ReicheEA@BP.COM>. Chip<BR>
<CNAndreae@aol.com>,<BR>
Chris <MCVicklOO@aol.com>, "Hayes, wally"<BR>
<fwhays@aol.com>,<BR>
randy-scheunemann@mail.am.com, mike-mitchell®mail.am.com,<BR>
"Koch, Thomas J" <KOCHTJ@BP.com>, "Fowler, Ian W" <FOWLERIW@BP.com><BR>
Subject: FW: Chernogorneft<BR>
Date: Fri, 26 Nov 1999 17:02:24 -OSOO<BR>
Importance: high<BR>
X-Priority: l<BR>
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (S.S.2232.9)<BR>
<BR>
</HTML>
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12.3

Norex
Each of Access/Renova Holdings and Alfa Holdings shall indemnify and keep indemnified
BP Holdings (on behalf of itself and each BP Group Company) against all Losses, claims
and demands of whatsoever nature which are incurred by any of them as a result of the
Norex Dispute.
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Reports and publications | Contact us | BP worldwide
Search:

About BP

Products and services

You are here: BP Global

Russia

Sustainability

About BP

Investors

Where we operate

Press

Careers

BP worldwide

Gulf of Mexico restoration
Russia

TNK-BP

TNK-BP

TNK-BP

Related links

Sakhalin

Access the latest news, reports
and presentations from the
TNK-BP website

Education in Russia

TNK-BP

Of all BP’s businesses in Russia, TNK-BP is
by far the most material - the 3rd largest
vertically integrated oil and gas company (in
terms of liquids production) with operations
in both Russia and the Ukraine
BP owns 50% of TNK-BP, with the other 50% being owned by a group of
prominent Russian investors: Alfa Group, Access Industries and Renova
(AAR).
Most of the company’s assets are in Russia and it employs some 65,000
people, combining the best Russian and international expertise. TNK-BP also
owns a 50% stake in the Slavneft Oil and Gas Company. (Unless otherwise
stated, all the following figures exclude Slavneft).
TNK-BP was originally formed in August 2003 from the assets of TNK (Tyumen
Oil Co), Onako, Sidanco and the majority of BP’s Russian assets. And today,
TNK-BP works in nearly all of Russia's major hydrocarbon regions, including:
• West Siberia (in the Tyumen, Khanty-Mansiysk, Yamal-Nenetsk and
Novosibirsk Regions).
• The Volga-Urals (in the Orenburg and Saratov Regions)
• East Siberia (in the Irkutsk Region).
In 2008 TNK-BP’s average gross daily production was 1.85 million barrels of oil
equivalent a day (including Slavneft), compared to 1.82 mboe/d in 2007. And
the reserves replacement ratio under SEC methodology in 2008 was 136 per
cent. The five year average reserve replacement was around 200 per cent.
Since 2003 proved reserves have increased from 1.8 billion barrels of oil
equivalent to 3.6 billion barrels of oil equivalent. Total resources have
increased from 11.6 billion barrels of oil equivalent to 18.9 billion barrels of oil

equivalent, excluding the Kovykta field, bringing the resources to production
ratio to 56 years.
TNK-BP has five refineries in Russia and Ukraine. It also has approximately
1,400 retail service stations, operating under the TNK and BP brands. Through
this retail network, TNK-BP has become one of the market leaders in petroleum
product sales in European Russia (including Moscow) and is the market leader
in Ukraine.
The company is entirely self-funding. Capital expenditure grew from around $1
billion in 2003 to $3.5 billion in 2007. In 2008 the capital expenditure budget
was about $4.2 billion and in 2009 TNK-BP plans to invest around $3.4 billion
and maintain production broadly flat.
Since 2003 and based on BP’s latest estimate for 2008, TNK-BP has
generated total income exceeding $25 billion, distributed dividends exceeding
$20 billion, while investing around $14 billion into future growth and paying
more than $90 billion in taxes and excise duties. The company demonstrated
the highest return on capital employed in the Russian oil industry.
Internally, the company’s capabilities are becoming more and more advanced.
TNK-BP is investing in technology, in HSE and integrity management,
delivering improved safety and performance.
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1
2 UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
3 SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK.
4
NOREX PETROLEUM LIMITED,

:

5
Plaintiff,
6

Civil Action
: No. 02 CV 1499

-vs7
ACCESS INDUSTRIES, INC.;
:
8 RENOVA, INC.; LEONARD
BLAVATNIK; VICTOR VEKSELBERG;
9 ALFA GROUP CONSORTIUM;
:
CROWN FINANCE FOUNDATION;
10 CTF HOLDINGS LTD;
ALFA FINANCE HOLDINGS, SA;
:
11 CROWN LUXEMBOURG HOLDINGS SA;
ELLIOT SPITZ;
12 TYUMEN OIL COMPANY;
:
SIMON KUKES;
13 JOSEPH BAKALEYNIK;
LT ENTERPRISES LIMITED;
:
14 SANDWELL ENTERPRISES LIMITED;
EASTMOUNT PROPERTIES LIMITED;
15 ASTONS CORPORATE MANAGEMENT;
16
17 18
19

-

:

Defendants.
:
-

DEPOSITION OF ALEXEY ALEXANDROVICH KOSTIN
FRIDAY, JUNE 6, 2003

20
21
22

ROSENBERG & ASSOCIATES
Certified Shorthand Reporters & Videographers

23

425 Eagle Rock Avenue

24

Roseland, New Jersey 07068

25

(973) 228-9100

2

1
2

Videotaped deposition of ALEXEY ALEXANDROVICH

3 KOSTIN taken in the above-entitled matter before Robert
4 M. Levine, CM, a Shorthand Reporter and Notary Public of
5 the State of New York, taken at the law offices of
6 BLANK, ROME, TENZER, GREENBLATT, 405 Lexington Avenue,
7 New York, New York, on FRIDAY, JUNE 6, 2003, commencing
8 at 8:13 a.m.
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
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2 basis or unjust enrichment basis or taking them
3 together, as is possible by Article 1103, it would
4 be -- therefore it would be necessary that the
5 illegality of the behavior of persons or parties to
6 something or some arrangements should be
7 established.
8

Q.

My question is under Article 1102, just

9 focus on that article, then we'll move to Article
10 1103.
11

Under Article 1102, isn't it correct

12 that Norex would not be able to prove illegality so
13 long as the January 24, 2002 decision is still in
14 legal force?
15

MR. KELLY: Objection to the form

16

of the question.

17

A.

Without combination of establishing the

18 modus of how it might have been produced, I think
19 not.
20

Q.

What do you mean you think -- your

21 answer is unclear.
22
23

What do you mean you "think not?"
A.

Well, as I understand from the

24 complaint, the core issue -- well, I then am taking,
25 in general, that some illegal activities sometimes
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2 favored criminals had happened, and such a decision
3 was a product of such behavior. Fraud, conspiracy,
4 et cetera, et cetera. Bribery.
5

So to have the civil cause of actions,

6 well, first it should have been established that
7 these events had happened. Once it has been
8 established, there would be full remedy; either tort
9 or unjust enrichment, or a combination of the two.
10

Q.

But isn't it correct under Article 1102

11 of unjust enrichment, Norex cannot establish that
12 illegality as long as the January 24, 2002 decision
13 is in legal effect?
14

MR. KELLY: Objection to the form

15

of the question.

16

A.

I thought my answer was made just a few

17 seconds ago. I tried to answer the same question.
18

Q.

I know. But I'm asking, is it correct.

19 It's a yes/o answer it seems.
20

Is it correct that Norex cannot sustain

21 a claim under Article 1100.2 for unjust enrichment
22 so long as the January 24, 2002 decision is in legal
23 force?
24
25

MR. KELLY: Objection to the form
of the question. This has already been asked
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2

and answered. Go ahead.

3

A.

Well, as far as this concerns the

4 claims besides the decision, I think this is a
5 correct assumption.
6

Q.

And isn't it true under Article 1103

7 that Norex cannot sustain a claim for either unjust
8 enrichment or some other tort claim so long as the
9 January 24, 2002 decision is still in legal force?
10

MR. KELLY: Objection, form of

11

the question.

12

A.

I believe the answer is the same as

13 previous.
14

Q.

That Norex cannot sustain a claim

15 until -- while that court decision is in legal
16 force?
17

A.

Without relying on the other

18 instruments I have been trying to explain
19 previously.
20
21

MR. MARKS: Just repeat my
question.

22

(Question read.)

23

MR. KELLY: Same objection.

24

A.

Alone, not. These articles taken alone

25 would not provide a sufficient action, cause of
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2 action.
3

Q.

4

Okay.
Is there any other article that you

5 believe that would provide a cause of action for
6 Norex?
7

MR. KELLY: Objection to the form

8

of the question.

9

A.

10

Q.

No.
Now, we discussed before, bringing the

11 civil action in the criminal proceeding. And you
12 remember you said that you believed that there was
13 an article that provided for the Russian -- that the
14 Russian treasury or some government treasury would
15 be responsible, depending on the government agency
16 that was involved in the alleged wrongdoing?
17

A.

I recall my using the institute of

18 liability of the state when I was speaking about
19 liability of courts, rather state agencies which
20 were referred to in two specific articles which are
21 of the record.
22

Q.

23

I think it was, was it -MR. KELLY: 69 and 70.

24

Q.

Was it 1069 and 1070, 1007?

25

A.

Correct.

